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PREFACE 
High school or college algebra, in comparison with 
high school geometry, is commonly recognized as a loose-
ly organized subject. In algebra, the usual emphasis is 
on generalization of the concepts and rules of arithmetic, 
and on the use of a more powerful symbolism to solve 
numerical problems, but not on the systematic, logical 
development of t~e subject from a set of postulates and 
undefined terms. 
Of late there has been a cry against the presentation 
of algebra as a collection of arithmetic concepts and rules, 
especially so when the unity of the subject is destroyed. 
IThis paper is an attempt to bring into the subject a tightly-
knit, cohesive arrangement of presentation such that the 
teacher and possibly the student in the high school will 
benefit . 
A brief description of the problem involved is to find 
the algebraic principles commonly taught in the secondary 
schools, and to prove them with more mathematical rigor than 
is customarily employed at present . 
This immediately brings to mind the question of what 
is to be accomplished besides the solving for its own sake. 
In the following chapter the author will explain the purpose 
of this paper, the justification of the purpose, and the 
method of achieving this aim. 
l 
1 E. Russell Stabler, "Demonstrative Algebra," The 
athematics Teacher, 39: 255 , October, 19~6 . 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE, ITS JUSTIFICATION, AND 
METHOD OF ACOOMPLISHING PURPOSE 
1. THE PURPOSE 
Statement of the purpose. The general aims or purposes 
of this paper are (1) to impart a better understanding of the 
basic fundamentals of high school algebra to the teacher and 
thence to the students; and (2) to develop on the part of the 
teacher and student a keener appreciation of the scientific 
method as applied to the field of algebra. 
The latter purpose is, in one sense, cultural. It is 
the view of the author that possibly education has become too 
practical, and the trend is a dangerous one for society to 
follow. However, the investigator is mainly concerned with the 
purpose listed first, developing on the part of the teacher 
I 
and student a better understanding of algebra. 
The author is fully aware that the main aim is to bring 
education into life, and he recognizes its great importance. 
Still, there appears to be a tendency to present as subject 
material only that which has a direct bearing on earning a 
!livelihood. This is dangerous. There is more in life than just 
that of utilitarian value. Education should attempt not only 
1 
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to meet life, but build up life, and consequently civiliza-
tion. 
II. JUSTIFICATION OF PURPOSE 
The purposes of the author now lead to the justifi-
cation of these aims. What are the aims of high school 
algebra? Does the author agree with them? Who needs algebra 
in the high school? How should such needs be met? These 
are questions to be answered, in part at least , by the educa-
tional philosophers. 
For more than two tnousand years some f&ailiarity with 
mathematics has been regarded as an indispensable part of 
the intellectual equipment of every cultured person. 
Today the traditional place of mathematics is in grave 
danger. Unfortunately, professional representatives of 
mathematics share in the responsibility . The teaching 
of mathematics nas sometimes degenerated into empty drill 
in problem solving, which may develop formal ability but 
does not lead to real understanding or to greater intel-
lectual independence. Mathematical research has shown 
a tendency toward overspecialization and overemphasis on 
abstraction. Applications and connections with other 
fields have been neglected. However, such conditions 
do not in the least justify a policy of retrenchment. 
On the contrary, the opposite reaction must and does arise 
from those who are aware of the value of intellectual 
discipline. Teachers, students, and educated public 
demand constructive reform, not resignation along t he 
line of least resistance . The goal is genuine compre-
hension of mathematics as an organic whole and as a basis 
for scientific thinking and acting. 
Some splendid books on biography and history and some 
provocative popular writings have stimulated the latent 
general interest. But knowledge cannot be attained by 
indirect means alone. Understanding of mathematics can-
not be transmitted by painless entertainment any more 
than education in music can be brought by the most 
2 
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brilliant journalist to those who never have listened 
intensively. Actual contact with the content [ italics 
in the original ] of living mathematics ls necessary. 
Nevertheless technicalities and detours should be avoid-
ed and the presentation of mathematics should be just as 
free fror.a emphasis on routine as from forbidding dogmatism 
which refuses to disclose motive or goal and which is an 
unfair obstacle to honest effort. It is possible to 
proceed on a straight road from the very elements to 
vantage points from which the substance and driving forces 
of modern mathematics can be surveyed. • • • l 
It is not the intention of the author to survey this 
whole article critically; the main theme will be considered. 
Lack of understanding £l teachers. Courant shows 
that all is not harmony in regard to the views and trends of 
the present-day teaching of mathematics. He does, however, 
give the keynote as to what he believes is essentially lack-
ing. The main deficiency, according to his view, is the lack 
of understanding. The fact that tne teaching of mathematics 
is often mostly drill provides one of the basic reasons for 
this deficiency. Further, such a situation may arise, and 
in a good many oases probably does, because of an inadequate 
grasp of the subject by the teacher. Today many incompetents 
are in the classroom. There is no reason to assume that the 
!'
mathematics classes are different. Tne situation seems to be 
that texts and teachers throw out rules to t ne students, and 
the latter passively accept them, or are supposed to do so. 
l 
matics? 
Richard Courant and Herbert Robbins, What is Mathe-
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1~,-p. v. 
3 
Lack 2f understanding ~ college students. The above 
situation does not make for an understanding by the students, 
and these same students then enter colleges without a basic 
understanding. Stabler has ample comment for mathematics in 
college. He says that later in college 
••• in all probability he [ a student] will view 
the role of algebra in these subjects [ college mathe-
matics] as not much more than that of supplying rules 
of the 11 do 11 and 11 do not" type, together with the 
symbolic medium of wnich trigonometric identities are 
proved, equations of curves are manipulated, and limits 
are evaluated. Algebra as a coherent logical tneory 
about numbers, their operations and relations, is like-
ly to be a rather remote concept. 2 
Algebra is more than a glorified symbolism for use 
in otner branches of mathematics and fields of sciencet 
Neureiter, in an article for The athematics Teacher, further 
complains of the lack of basic understanding. 
This is a. plea for more generalization, more system, 
and greater emphasis on interrelationship in the teach-
ing of high school algebra. Tne student wno continues 
his mathematics work in college is often found quite 
proficient in the purely manipulative aspects of algebra, 
but he rarely has any conception of the laws and broad 
relationships which com~ose the theoretical substructure 
of elementary algebra. ' 
The essence of the deficiencies of college students 
in algebra is attributed to improper preparation in the basic 
2 Stabler, ££• cit., p. 255. 
3 Paul Neurei ter, 11 ortar for the House of Algebra, 11 
The athematics Teacher, 37:206, May, 1944. 
concepts in the secondary school. Stabler, Neureiter, and 
otners are of the opinion that the fundamentals of algebra 
should be undertaken at some time. The curriculum of the 
high school includes algebra, generally two years of t he 
subject, so why not give a more thorough course at tne time 
when tne basis of later mathematics is taught the students? 
1 ,fuy isn 1 t this being attempted? This is tne logical place 
1·or it. 
Some college teachers in matnematics are endeavoring 
to improve tnis situation by giving courses in elementary 
mathematics . r. Henry • Syer of tne Boston University 
Scnool of Education oxfers courses in the foundations of 
elementary high-school mathematics and tne history of such 
mathematics. Tnese two courses are attempts to remedy the 
lack of basic understanding in algebra and geometry mainly . 
As further evidence of the lack of algebraic concepts by 
college students one may refer to articles by Professor 
Elmer B. ode 4 and E. P. Northrup.5 Professor !ode 's article 
I is an attempt to clear up misconceptions regarding the 
Commutative Law. However , these works are basically to 
clarify subject matter previously taught inadequately in the 
4 Elmer B. ode, 11 The Commutative Law," Tne .Mathematics 
Te~cher, 3S:l0S-ll, arcn, 1945. 
5 E. P. Nor~hrup, 11 atnematics in a Liberal Education, " 
American athematics onthly, 52:132-37, arch, 1945. 
5 
high school. For a student to continue mathematics work in 
college it is necessary to have a basic knowledge and under-
standing of all mathematics previously taught him in the 
grade and high schools . At present these basic fundamentals 
consist of 11 do ' s 11 and 11 do nots 11 , hence the confusion. With 
a more complete comprehension of high-school mathematics 
a student in college would find himself in a much better 
position to pursue college work than he is at present. 
Colleges and universities seem to feel that they should not 
reorient their curriculum to make up for deficiencies in the 
secondary schools . Their view is that it is up to the 
student to gear himself to the college level. This leaves it 
up to the high schools to plan their curriculum with an eye 
on college-level subject matter . As has been maintained 
above, such is not the case in the field of algebra. 
Lack of understanding £I, high school students. Listed 
above are found deficiencies in understanding by the high 
school teacher and college student . ith such a situation 
confronting us it is natural that one finds difficulties on 
the part of the high school students. Romig says 
The attempt to teach algebraic subtraction by rule • • 
usually meets with little success, because the pupil has 
6 no proper conception of the logic back of the rule • •• 
6 W. E. Romig , 11A Technique for Teaching Subtraction of 
Signed Numbers, 11 The athematics Teacher , 3g:36, January, 1945 
6 
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The plain and simple fact gathered from this is that 
the student in high school mathematics has not been led into 
the subject matter properly. He hasn't been "readied", and 
hence does not understand. Is it the fault of the student 
or the instructor? Probably the latter. The approach to the 
subject at hand has been inade uate and hence the student is 
confused. Rule-upon-rule teaching in mathematics cannot 
help but appear to the student as illogical and confusing. 
If a greater attempt were to be ade to show where these rules 
came from, most of the fogginess would disappear. 
Newsom gives further light on the state of the student. 
In selecting the subject matter for a course, the 
good teacher of mathematics keeps in mind • • • • • 
[ the point that ] the material must be so chosen that 
the resulting structure gives the impression of unity 
and completeness, and provides an adequate foundation 
for future extensions. The most common criticism that 
comes from my students is that much of their training 
in mathematics seems to have been concerned with a 
collection of apparently unrelated tricks and ideas. • • 7 
Mathematics appears to students as a collection of 
unrelated tricks! This is a sad commentary on the present 
teaching methode of the science of mathematics, especially 
algebra. Newsom recommends that unity be given to our 
courses. To put it simply, this makes common sense. 
7 o. V. Newsom, "A Philosophy for the athematice 
Teacher," The athematics Teacher, 40:196, ay, 1947. 
I -
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Butler adds to the conde~ation of high-school mathe-
matics presentation • 
• • • Pupils memorize theorems rules, formulas, steps, 
provisions, etc., with never an inkling into their deriva-
tion or meaning or application. Of course, many of these 
must be taken at face value, but to subject pupils to a 
constant flood of materials to be memorized without under-
standing is an unjust and inefficient procedure. • • 8 
The ~ of understanding algebra in education. The 
lack of understanding on the part of the teachers, college 
students, and high school students has been cited, and, 
taking Butler's cue, the author will now endeavor to put 
forth a clear view of the role that understanding should 
play in education. Butler says that to omit the development 
of understanding is unjust. It is more than that. It is 
a crime against the student and a condemnation against the 
educational system. Students have a right to the best of 
what man has accomplished. How else can a learned and in-
telligent citizenship be created? 
The question to be raised now is one concerning the 
desirability of creating an understanding in algebra. Is a 
better understanding desirable and compatible with modern 
aims in education? In the preceding pages devoted to the 
lack of comprehension there was an undertone showing that a 
g Frank A. Butler, The Improvement of Teaching in 
Secondary Schools (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1940), p. 40-1. 
8 
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grasp of the fundamentals of algebra was desirable, in fact, 
highly so. The situations stated were considered deplorable, 
because there was not this knowledge of underlying concepts. 
Understanding ~ ~ Teacher. First, is it advanta-
geous to develop a better knowledge of the rudiments of algebra 
on the part of the teachers? Here, no one will be of a nega-
tive view. Certainly teachers should have a thorough mastery 
of the subject taught, and this knowledge must include much 
more than the material taught. This everyone realizes. In 
fact, there cannot be any really effective teaching, unless 
such is the case, especially so in mathematics. A thorough 
knowledge and comprehension of the fundamental concepts of 
algebra is of aid in the teaching of the subject. 
An interesting study showing the characteristics, 
both personal and methodological, of teachers is shown by 
Hart . 9 This study is based on about 3,000 pupil' a rating-
scales of their most effective teacher. For the validity of 
pupil ratings, one should compare this with a study by Barr, 
Rudisill and Mabel in the Nation's Schools, 1930, in which 
are listed, in order of importance, reasons for teacher-
failure based on ratings by school administrators. It is in-
teresting to note the similarity in Hart's study of the 
9 Frank ~ . Hart , Teachers and Teaching (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1934), p. 1-285. 
9 
I characteristics of the best-liked and the most-effective 
teacher. Ranking third in the rating of the most effective 
teacher is 11 knows the subject better, and can put it over 
better." A review of these two studies leaves little doubt, 
if any, on the importance of teacher-understanding. In 
addition, it can be safely assumed that without a complete 
understanding on the part of the teacher there can be little 
interest in t he teaching of the subject. He is not sure of 
his ground, and hence his teaching will show this uncertainty, 
and be less effective. The thoughts of Van Engen may add a 
little light on the atter here • 
• • • any substitute for the so-called pseudo-
mathe atical approaches to (-a)(-b) should be of 
interest to teachers since pseudo-mathematical 
approaches are not satisfying to either the teacher or 
the pupil. As evidence to support such a statement con-
sider how often teachers, in desperation, say J. "Just 
remember a minus times a minus is a plus. 11 1u 
Understanding and ~ student. Second, and very 
important, is it desirous to develop a better understanding 
on the pa~t of the students? Is such a program in harmony 
with the aims of education? To begin to tackle these ques-
tions, consider first what are the aims of the teaching of 
algebra in the high school. These aims are, in a broad 
10 H. Van Engen, "The Art of Teaching, Logical Ap-
proaches to (-a)(-b) = ab and xO = 1, 11 The athematics 
Teacher, 4o:lS2, April, 1947. 
0 
sense, the same as for all educat~on. Before delving deeply 
into this matter, the author will cite the following by 
Butler: 
The first point under "Nature of Objectives" is to 
realize that processes are quite as important as 
products - sometimes immeasurably more valuable. The 
cloak of product hides many a skeleton beneath. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A development of the following interwoven and inter-
locking aims will help you to see more of their real 
nature: (1) processes versus products, (2) understand-
ings versus recitation of symbols of learning, (3) 
true appreciations versus forced conformity. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. • • The fostering and supervising of these valuable 
activities ot processes in the learning of pupils are 
extremely important. Both the processes and products 
are parts of the whole, and both can be and should be 
developed simultaneously •••• 11 
The reason for the insertion of the above is to show 
clearly that there is a difference between products and 
processes. Tne latter have often been neglected in the field 
of mathematics , and it is advantageous that this be brought 
to attention at this point as a sort of introduction to more 
basic conclusions. However, there is still more than products 
I and processes to be desired, and it is the aim of this paper 
to show that, along with these two, there is need also for 
understanding of the processes in algebra. If processes 
degenerate into nothing but routine drill, the goal of educa-
tion has not been reached. 
11 Butler, 2£• cit., p. 39-40. 
11 
At this point an effort will be made to clarify the 
aims of education in general. First, it seems advantageous 
to cite the Seven Cardinal Principles of Education. They 
are: 
(1) Health 
(2) Command of fundamental processes 
(3) Worthy home membership 
( 4) Vocation 
(5) Citizenship 
( 6) orthy use of leisure 
( 7) Ethical character 
Some persons have defined the goal of education as 
"social efficiency" or "social usefulness" or "to prepare 
for complete living." 12 The author prefers the l ast view. 
The first two goals appear practical enough, but are not as 
all-inclusive as the latter in regard to full living. There 
is and should be a great stress on practicality in education, 
but it must be remembered that much in life is not of this 
nature. It is also education's task to see that man knows 
also how to best use leisure time. It is here that man be-
comes more than an automaton, and realizes complete citizen-
ship, and it is education's task to make sure he has an 
12 ibid. , p. 30. 
12 
adequate understanding of events and happenings around him, 
and knows his responsibilities. This is, in a sense, an 
appreciational aspect of living. 
A glance at the Seven Cardinal Principles listed 
above shows that the items include all aspects of living. 
This, then, is the aim of education, to undertake a train-
ing program for complete living . Not only must there be 
training along this line, but also assurance must be given 
that the student learns the why of his instruction, and that 
he absorbs that which is taught. Hence , it is desired that 
he learns what he is supposed to learn in terms of the aims 
of education. This means that certain learning outcomes 
are desired, and it is the duty of the teacher to see that 
such is the case. What are these general learning outcomes 
which are desired? 
He must ••• be equipped with knowled,e, understand-
tng, and some training in the art of prob em solving so 
at he can devise for himself appropriate answers and 
suitable modes of behavior. 
It is also essential that the individual be disposed 
in a general way so to conduct himself that his own well-
being and the interests of his associates will be safe-
guarded and preserved. It is important that his conduct 
conform to the ethical standards of society. Therefore, 
certain general functional trends are to be established 
that will assure desired features of conduct in even 
widely differing circumstances and in varied types of 
activity. Attitudes and Ideals are the learning out-
comes that meet this need. 
These three types of learning outcomes: first, skills 
and habits; second, knowledge and understanding; and 
13 
third, attitudes and ideals, are the educational ob-jectives toward which the work of the teacher is 
directed. 13 
In other words educa.tion should and must be complete-
ly functional. All the above on the aims of education may 
seem to the :reader to be very basic and not essential to the 
problem at hand, but it is the aim of the author to interpret 
these basic aims of education for the field of mathematics, 
especially algebra; and hence, show that there is a desira-
bility for increased understanding in algebra of tne advanced 
high-school mathematics student. 
Soma of the goals mentioned in the preceding pages 
were ultimate, and some immediate. As far as the ultimate 
goals are concerned, most educators agree more often than 
they disagree. The situation is different concerning the 
more immediate aims. The ultimate goals are long :range ends 
to be achieved, and the immediate goals, abort :range. Actual-
ly the latter serve to accomplish the former, and here is 
t he great confusion. 11 We know where we want to go, but how 
do we get there? 11 In the final analysis, time is the crucial. 
determiner of what shall be taught to the student. There 
simply isn't enough time to give the student in the public 
so ools everything with which to face life. It simply boils 
13 Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature of Learning (New 
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19~7r;-p. 38. 
1. 4 
down to the fact that these institutions decide what is most 
important for the student , and the remaining material is 
eliminated. It is true that such a state of affairs is, 
in some cases, hit or miss. 
In such a situation just what is the role of mathe-
matics in the scho.ols? If the determiner of the status of 
this subject is its importance to living, one cannot deny it a 
place in the curriculUJn. Practical mathematics permeates 
our everyday existence , and, hence, occupies an important 
position in our school curriculum. l ith a monetary system 
like the present-day, its position is unassailable, and yet 
there does not seem to be enough time to give some students 
a complete mastery of 11 consumer 11 mathematics; or, quite 
possibly, our teaching is inadequate . However, it appears 
quite certain that a good foundation in "everyday" mathematics 
is essential to all students . There seems to be no doubt 
that practical mathematics should have a respected place in 
our school curriculum. 
The question now to be answered is the one raised by 
Butler, processes versus products. It seems logical to say 
t hat a student must possess both, at least he must know 
enough of both phases so that he is not handicapped in his 
daily existence. Does he need an understanding of t hese 
processes? This is not completely essential for the average 
15 
person, who may oe designated as a nign school graduate, but 
who possesses no further formal training in college-level 
work . He uses his mathematics in consumer fashion, which is 
useful to him, so there is no need to know ~ than is 
useful. The situation, however, confronting the student in 
college-preparatory mathematics is, as will appear later, a 
little different. 
Before dealing with the higher branches of high 
school mathematics , a perusal of the objectives of mathe-
matics summed up by Billet may prove enlightening • 
• • • All the objectives of mathematics instruction 
at the junior- and senior-high-school levels can and 
should be stated more defi nitely, validly, and usefully 
in terms of concepts, and skills, and resultant ideals, 
attitudes, and appreciations to be acquired by the 
pupils. These learning products, to oe valid objectives 
of mathematics courses, should be obviously derivable 
primarily from experience in the area represented by 
mathematics. They should be delimited and differentia.ted 
to insure optimal vertical and horizonta.l growth for all 
types ox pupils enrolled at the grade levels involved. 
They should represent capacities for and tendencies to-
ward behavior of relatively high value in understanding 
and appreciating the social and physical environment, 
and in behaving in it intelligently and in socially 
acceptable ways. 
Fundamentally, the objectives of instruction in any 
course, regardless of the subject-matter field involved, 
must measure up to exactly the same standards. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
••• It is reasonable to surmise that the courses now 
in use and the alleged objectives have sprung from in-
dependent sources. As a matter of fact, the courses have 
been determined by textbooks, and the objectives are, in 
a large measure, an echo of the pronouncement of the 
National Committee on the Reorganization of Mathematics, 
made in 1923. Tnis committee classified the objectives 
16 
of the secondary-school mathematics under three major 
heads: the cultural, the disciplinary, and the practical. 
Under the cultural the committee mentions such items 
as: (l) appreciation of beaut¥ of geometrical forms in 
nature, art, and industry; (2) ideals of perfection per-
taining to logical structure, precision of statement and 
of thought, logical reasoning, and discrimination of the 
true and the false; (3) appreciation of the power of 
mathematics, of the role which mathematics and abstract 
thinking have played in the development of civilization, 
and of the permanence of mathematical laws. 
Under the disciplinary the committee mentions such 
items as: (1) concepts of ratio, of length, of areas, 
of volumes, of weights, of velocities, of proportion~l­
ity, of similarity, of positive and negative numbers-, 
and of dependence of one quantity on another; (2) the 
ability to think clearly in terms of the foregoing con-· 
cepts; (3) the development of such mental habits and 
attitudes as (a) seeking relations, (b) desire to under-
stand, (£) concentration, (£.) persistence, (~) love of 
~recision, accuracy, thoroughness, and clearness, 
tf) desire for orderly logical arrangement. 
Under the practical the committee mentions such items 
as: (l) understanding the fundamental mathematical 
r
rocesses, and being able to apply them in new situations; 
2) using judgement in computing from approximate data; 
3) understanding the effect of small errors in measure-
ment; {4) determining the number of figures (~) to be used 
in computing and (b) to be retained in the result; (5) self-reliance tnrough checking the result of one's 
calculations; (6) understanding the language of algebra, 
(a) the formula, (b) the equation; (7) recognizing that 
aTgebra concerns itself with numbers in general; tS) 
understanding the simple graphs used and useful in every-
day life; and (9) developing the capapities for space 
perception and spatial imagination. 1~ 
It must be remembered that this report was made in 
1923, and consequently, is twenty-seven years old at the 
present writing. In such a period of time, ideas change, but 
14 Roy o. Billet, Fundamentals of Secondary-School 
Teaching (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940), p. 297-S. 
17 
this report will serve us as a basis for further exploration. 
Needless to say, this report leaves a great deal to be de-
sired in the light of present-day views. Billet l5 also 
discusses another attempt to solve t he problem of mathe-
.matical objectives by Schorling for the junior-high level. 
This, too, has certain defects, but the main deficiency of 
statements of mathematical objectives lies in their vague-
ness. Nevertheless, many points in the Committee's report 
can still be held today. 
It might be well at this point to add the views of 
Young on this matter of aims. 
Whether we regard mathematics from the utilitarian 
point of view, according to which the pupil is to gain 
facility in using a powerful tool, or from the purely 
logical aspect, according to which he is to gain t he 
power of logical inference, it is clear that t he chief 
end of mathematical study must be to make the pupil 
t hink [ italics in the original] • If mathematical16 teaching fails to do this, it fails altogether. 
This view, too, shows defects in that one may question 
whether or not mathematics does increase thinking about much 
/ 
else, other than mathematics. The notion of "transfer of 
training" bas, of late, received many setbacks from t he 
psychologists. It appears to the author, however, that 
thinking should be one of the end-products of formal and 
15 ibid., p. 297-S. 
l6 John Wesley Young, Fundamental Concepts of Al!ebra 
and Geometry (New York: The acmillan Company, 1939), p •• 
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informal education, and the present-day trend to problem 
solving is evidently designed to facilitate this, although 
probably mostly in a concrete form. 
Up to this point there has not been established any 
clear-cut specific ideas on what the ends of mathematics 
should be, other than that which is practical. Newson says 
that mathematics has another side, that "no person has a 
better opportunity than the mathematician to achieve a 
balance between the practical and the impractical." 17 This 
may give us a lead in the right direction. In the Committee 
report summed up previously by Billet, there was a breakdown 
of objectives into three general approaches. Under these 
headings fall various miscellaneous ideas, many of which 
might have been placed under any of the three headings . 
Let the reader first think of the disciplinary aspect of 
mathematics. This concept of discipline, as used here, 
does not hold too much water according to modern psychology. 
It appears to be a hold-over from the "faculty psychology" . 
Some of the items listed in this category are certainly not 
disciplinary, for example, the concept of ratio. Others 
appear to be definite hold-over's from the old psychology. 
What takes place in the mathematics classroom is not alwa.ys, 
17 c. V. Newsom, 11 A Philosophy for the Mathematics 
Teacher," The ather.aatics Teacher, 40:197, Ma.y , 1947. 
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and probably not often continued elsewhere, as far as this 
idea of discipline is concerned. Hence , it appears that it 
is best to use the disciplinary idea very cautiously. Not 
that it is useless by any means . Such objectives as accuracy , 
concentration, and persistence are of great worth, but unless 
encountered in many phases of life by the student, are hardly 
expected to take hold. In other words, a great deal of time 
may be wasted trying to accomplish ends here which cannot 
be done, or even begun in some cases. The school cannot hope 
to accomplish such tasks which are not attempted at all in 
the home. Not that no striving should be made along these 
lines, but it appears sounder, if this aspect of objectives 
be made secondary to a later and more inclusive one. 
The cultural objectives will be undertaken when the 
author attacks the appreciational aspect. 
Now to the remaining objective, the practical one. 
Here an ugly question is raised. What is practical? The 
answer depends clearly on the viewpoint. A complete under-
standing of the fundamentals of algebra is not practical 
to many students, most of those attending secondary schools, 
who, upon graduation from high school go out to earn a living. 
But it is practical to those who pursue the fields of mathe-
matics and science in college. It is also beneficial in 
other branches of college endeavor. Else why the hue and 
20 
cry noted in the previous pages by Stabler, Neureiter, ode, 
and otheral True, the percentage of such high school grad-
uates entering college is snall, but it is tne aim of the 
public schools to provide a functional education to ~· The 
1 functional aim has been cited, and the public schools were 
established to give~ an education. vith the introduction 
of tnis word, functional, the main objective in mathematics 
is clarified. As mentioned heretofore, the aim of education 
is functionality, and it is better that tnis term be used 
hereafter in the place of various terms such as practicality, 
disciplinary, and others. 
Since moat colleges begin their mathematical instruction 
where high schools leave off, it is apparent that students 
entering college must have a good background in subject materi-
al. Further, since few attempts are being made at tne college 
level to develop tne basis of high school algebra (and 
geometry), and since colleges deplore the lack of a firm 
foundation, it is the duty of the high schools to provide such 
a basis. This is in keeping with Newsom's view expressed on 
page eight. Such an undertaking is in keeping witn the aims of 
educa tion, and it is functional to many of the students 
destined to be leaders in some fields, especially sciences, 
I where mathematics is the backbone of the subjects. And of 
this backbone, algebra is the base stone. This, then, is the 
21 
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I 
answer to the question of an increased understanding of 
algebra. To those who pursue college work in sciences, such 
an understanding is desirable and compatible with the aims 
of public education, and such an understanding is to be 
under·taken in the high school. 
In tne previous pages there may have appeared to be 
much groping a.nd many distractions. This was necessary so 
that one might see the confusion which exists as far as the 
aims of athematics are concerned. any views were given, 
and it is the author's contention that this final view con-
solidates and integrates all the worthwhile opinions ex-
pressed. 
The ~ of aooreciation. 11 that remains is to 
consider the justification of the third purpose, the develop-
ing of an appreciation of algebra. First, consider the de-
velopment of appreciation on the part of tne teacher. 
Appreciation and ~ teacher. It seems obvious that 
a teacher have a genuine appreciation of the subject matter 
he teaches. Such an outlook gives rise to more effective 
teaching. This is more true in ~he fields of human acnieve-
ments, and tne science of mathematics is one of the most 
important basic accomplishments. It seems to be a foregone 
conclusion that a tnorough comprehension of what mathematicians 
have done will aid the teacher in obtaining a deeper apprecia-
22 
tion of the subject. In addition, it appears that a genuine 
understanding in the field of algebra cannot help but bring 
- out in the teacher the desired appreciation. If a teacher 
has an interest to understand the subject, his comprehension 
will automatically develop into a broader appreciation. 
Appreciation end ~ student. This is the last phase 
.......... 
of the purpose, which is to be justified, but it is not the 
least. Brief mention was made previously to a phase of the 
appreciational aspect of living. Billet's summary on page 
seventeen listed one objective in mathematics as cultural, 
which is related to some extent to appreciational. Later 
the term, functional, was brought in and applied to the 
objectives of mathematics. A moment's reflection will suffice 
to convince the reader that this latter term includes, for 
the most part at least, both appreciational and cultural. A 
glance at Billet's list again brings out the following items 
under cultural: (l) ideals of perfection pertaining to logi-
cal structure, precision of statement and of thought, logical 
reasoning, and discrimination of the true and the false; (2) 
appreciation of the power of mathematics, of the role which 
mathematics and abstract thinking have played in the develop-
! 
ment of civilization, and of the permanence of mathematical 
laws. Both of these possess an appreciational tone. Are 
// they functional for students going to college? Possibly not 
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for all; but there can be no doubt that, for those entering 
studies, especially in mathematics and the sciences, these 
two items are functional, i.e., they are part and parcel of 
their living. If not, they certainly should be. To say that 
this statement cannot be challenged, the author cannot do. 
There is a difference of opinion, and the author will now 
cite a few remarks by Huntington on this score. 
There has been. much discussion of late years of the 
place which logical rigor should occupy in the teaching 
of elementary mathematics. Some have contended that the 
power to understand a logically rigorous demonstration 
is itself the most important result to be aimed at in 
mathematical study. Others have attached greater impor-
tance to the use of mathematics as a practical art, and 
have felt that too much insistence on logical rigor 
serves only to deaden the pupil's interest, and thus to 
destroy all the value the study might have, either as 
a practical art or as a training in logic. lB 
Huntington also adds a few sentences on algebraic 
logic as 
1
such, but according to Stabler 19 it is possible to 
take issue with the following: 
• • • On account of the simpler nature of the concept 
with which it deale, algebra is better suited than geome-
try to serve as an illustration of what is essentially 
involved in mathematical reasoning. In geometry, the very 
concreteness and familiarity of the subject matter is apt 
to obscure the logical structure of the science, while in 
algebra, the more abstract character of the theorems makes 
1g Edward V. Huntington, "The Fundamental Propositions 
of Algebra, 11 onograahs 2!! Topics 2f Elementary · athematics 
(Jacob • A. Young, e itor; New York: Longmans, Green, and 
Company, 1911), p. 151. 
19 Stabler, 2£• ~., p. 256. 
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it easier to fix the attention on their logical rela-
tions • • • 20 
In the same vein he also adds the following: 
••• But many important mathematical theories have 
been developed as "abstract sciences", from an apparently 
quite arbitrary set of postulates, which have later 
proved to be powerful tools in applied mathematics, when 
important systems that satisfied all the postulates of 
these particular theories unexpectedly presented them-
selves. 21 
Butler has this to say, that "true appreciations are 
vital attainments. Teachers should strive to have pupils 
22 form genuine appreciations." 
algebraic postulates, says 
ode, discussing the 
• • • The postulates of elementary algebra are still 
very much unknown, even to the above-average senior high-
school graduate. These postulates offer much of genuine 
interest, and a skillful tea.cher needs mention but a few 
occasiona.lly in order to arouse a warm interest in them. 23 
It seems doubtful that appreciation can be aroused 
without interest! Newsom adds weight to the author's view. 
• • • athematics in common with every other subject 
in the curriculum should accept responsibility for pro-
viding those experiences,,that make for cultural breadth 
and appreciation ••• 2~ 
20 
21 
Huntington, 2E• £!!., p. 166. 
Loc. ~· 
22 Frank A. Butler, The Imlrovement of Teachin~ in 
Secondary Schools (Chicago: TEe Un versity or-Chicago ress, 
1940)' p. 1+3. 
23 Elmer B. ode, "The Commutative Law," The Mathe-
• matics Teacher, 3S:lOS, arch, 1945. 
24 Newsom, 2E.• cit., p. 196. 
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In summing up the author asks this question. 
Should mathematics be an end or a means to an end? There is 
1
no doubt of its place as a means to an end, but to those in 
the field of mathematics and science there should be recog-
nition that it is both. To others, mathematics as a means 
to an end is sufficient. 
III. HOW TO ACCO" PLISH PURPOSE 
The question which naturally arises now is, 11 By what 
path shall we proceed to achieve our purpose?" There have 
been indications through this chapter as to the answer. The 
method pointed out is that of supplying more proof for algebra. 
Since this is the logical course, also, the author will follow 
I it. The reader has seen already the desirability of a better 
understanding and appreciation of algebra. The transfusion 
of more proof is intended to satisfy this situation. Hunting-
ton supports this view • 
• • • Is it necessary to turn out hundreds of pupils, 
as we do, from our courses in algebra, with the conviction 
hopelessly fixed in their minds that some of the things 
with which algebra deals are, in all truth, 11 absurd 11 (from 
which the term surd [italics in the original] comes) and 
11 imaginary 11 • - . 
In the opinion of the present writer, if the irration-
al and imaginary quantities are to be introduced into 
elementary work at all, the method which is most satis-
factory from the strictly scientific point of view, is 
also by far the simplest and most se.ti sfactory from the 
point of view of the elementary student. 25 
25 Huntington, 2£• cit., p. 155. 
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Van Engen assists also. 
• • • oat of the ethods used by elementary texts 
[ 9th gradeJ for introducing these two topics, (-a)(-b) 
= ab and xO = 1, can be characterized as being distinct-
ly pseudo-mathematical. any texts appeal to higher 
authority. A very few texts ap~oach logical rigor •• 26 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
••• Proof has been traditionally neglected in algebra 
• . • athematically the use of proof in algebra is de-
sirable because it broade~§ the student's concept of how 
and where proof is used. f 
Young, in discussing geometry, has a few ideas having 
some bearing on this point • 
• • • The facts concerning the logical significance 
of undefined terms and unproved propositions have a very 
important bearing on elementary teaching. The great 
majority of our textbooks in geometry begin with a set 
of formal definitions and a few axioms and postulates, 
then follows immediately the sequence of formal proposi-
tions. To attempt formal definition of such things as 
point, straight line, plane, etc., is scientifically 
unjustifiable and pedagogically undesirable. One of the 
things we wish to impart to our pupils is a clear under-
standing of the force of a definition, to teach them to 
learn the meaning of an unknown or vaguely understood 
word by defining it with precisiQn in terms of words 
of which the meaning is known. 25 
Benjamin Braverman takes the practical side in the 
teaching of mathematics, but the following is rather hearten-
ing, considering his approach. 
In pleading for a greater emphasis upon the functional 
and a continued deemphasis on the formal in the teaching 
of secondary mathematics, I hope I have not been misunder-
stood as advocating a disconnected treatment of topics, 
26 ~ Van Engen, .2E.• ill·, p. lo2. 
27 ibid., p. 185. 
28 Young, 2E.· ill·, p. 54-5. 
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arbitrary presentation of formulas and rela.tione, 
mechanical applications or processes , and rote learn-
ing. Nothing can be further from my mind than such 
stultifying teaching. athematics is the beet example 
of·a body of knowledge logically and sequentially de-
veloped and must be taught that way for effective re-
sults on all levels. It Yilust be made to appeal to 
common sense and sound reason of pupils at their 
particular level of men tal ability • . • Reason and 
underst~nding and not memory or blind imitation is 
the basis of all effective learning. 29 
His use of the word , functional, is a little mis-
leading, according to the interpretation given the term by 
the author . It appears here to be more or lees synonymous 
with the eo-called "practical" in mathematics . 
In the book , Wbat ~Mathematics?, Courant voices 
the following opinion . 
During the last years the force of events has led 
to an increased demand for mathematical information 
and training. Now more than ever there exists the 
danger of frustration and disillusionment unless 
students and teachers try to look beyond mathematical 
formalism and manipulat i on and to grasp the rea.l 
·essence of mathematics ••• 30 
Turning back to page three, the reader will see that 
Courant stated that 11 to get understanding we need contact with 
the content of living mathematics." 
How~ obtain proof. These authorities present the 
29 Benjamin Braverman , "Changing Objectives in the 
Teaching of Algebra and Trigonometry in the Senior High School," 
The athematics Teacher, 39:319, November , 1946. 
30 Richard Courant and Herbert Robbins, What is athe-
matics? (New York: Oxford University Press, 194~p:-vii. 
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case for more proof conclusively. The objective to be handled 
next is the obtaining of proof in algebra. In order to accom- ' 
plish this , it is first necessary to show the reader what 
a mathematical system is , and of what a mathematical science 
consists . This will be done rather briefly , and the reader 
is advised to consult Young 3l for a much more comprehensive 
analysis . It should be understood now , however , that a 
mathematical system not only is the manner of securing proof , 
but the system itself consists of such proof given on a 
logical basis . 
As a sort of introduction into the subject the author 
. / quotes some ideas on mathematics by Po~ncare ; these views 
serve to whet the appetite . 
The genesis of mathematical creation is a problem 
which should intensely interest the psychologist . It is 
the activity in which the hmnan mind seems to take least 
from the outside world in which it acts or seems to act 
only of itself and on itself , so that in studying the 
procedure of geometric thought we may hope to teach 
what is most essential in man ' s mind . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. • . How does it happen there are people who do not 
understand mathematics? I f mathematics invokes only the 
rules of logic, such as are accepted by all normal minds ; 
if its evidence is based on principles common to all men, 
and that none could deny without being mad , how does 
it come about that so many persons here are refractory? 
• • • • That not everyone can understand mathematica1 
reasoning when explained appears very surprising when 
we think of it . And yet those who can follow this 
3l John Wesley Young, Fundamental Concepts of Algebra 
and Geometry (New York : ?ne ac illan Company , 1939T, p . 1-55. 
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reasoning only with difficulty are in the majority: 
that is undeni ble , and will surely not be gainsaid by 
the experience of secondary-school teachers . 32 
But do the latter show a co nlete athematical 
reasoning in explanations? Do they connect up everything 
/ 
with bridges? Poincare adds 
In fact, what is mathe atical creation? It does not 
consist in aking new combinations with mathe atical 
entities already known •••• To create consists pre-
cisely in not making useless combinations and in making 
those which are useful and which are only a small minor-
ity. 33 
But who is to tell at the time of creation just what 
' will be useful? These views of Poincar~ will serve to in-
troduce the topic . According to Young 
••• A mathematical science, as we shall use the 
term, is any body of propositions arranged according 
to a sequence of logical deductions ; i.e., arranged 
so that every proposition of the set after a certain 
one is a formal logical consequence of soae- or all of 
~ propositions that precede it . This definition is 
open to the criticism that it is too broad; it contains 
more than is usually understood by the term it professes 
to define. The idea , however , is simply that whenever 
a body of proposi tiona is arranged or can. be arr~.nged 
in a strictly logical sequence , then by virtue of thl:l.t 
fact we may call it mathe1aati ca.l. It will do no harm, 
if the eaning we attribute to this term in the present 
connection is broader than that usually attributed to 
it; and considerations that follow merely have a wider 
field of application. 3~ 
32 Henry Poincar~, The Foundations of Science (Lan-
caster : The Science Press,-r946), p . 383 . 
33 ibid., p . 3S6. 
34 Young, ££• ~., p. 2 . 
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Briefly, then, a mathematical system consists of the 
following: 
(1) undefined terms 
{2) unproved propositions or assumptions 
(3) axioms (rules of logic) 
(4) logically derived (proved) propositions 
(5) definitions 
The author adds a few remarks by Young to aid in 
clarification. 
On (1) above 
There must be some undefined terms. 35 
On (2) 
••• The starting point of any mathematical system 
must be a set of one or Ll'J.ore propositions which remain 
entirely unproved. 36 
The unproved propositions play the role of disguised 
definitions. 37 
On (4) 
Every mathematical theorem, logica~ly, is of the 
form, if P is true, then ~ is true. ) 
Before proceeding it might be well to add a few 
thoughts on the foundations of mathemati cs and logic. 
35 Young, 2£· ~., p. 3. 
36 .b. d 3 ~' p. 
37 ibid, p. 53 
38 ibid 53 _, p. . 
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• • • The ultimate ai of their [ Russell and others] 
efforts is to provide for mathenatical reasoning a logi-
cal basis wl ich can be shovm to be free from possible 
contradiction, and which still covers everything that is 
considered important by 11 (or some) athematicians . 
Vfuile this ambitious goal h s not been attained and per-
haps cannot ever be attained, the subject of mathematical 
logic has attracted the attention of increasing numbers 
of students. • • • • r-hat is meant by the concept of 
mathemetical existence? Luckily , the existence of mathe-
matics does not depend on a satisfactory answer. The 
school of 11 formalists 11 , led by the great nathe.atician, 
hilbert , asserts that in mathematic s 11 existence 11 simply 
means 11 freedorn fro, contradiction. 11 It then beco~es 
necessary to construct a set of postulates frocu which 
all of athematics can be deduced by purely formal 
reasoning, and to show that this set of postulates will 
never lead to a contradiction. Recent results by G8del 
and others seems to show that this program, at least as 
originally conceived by Hilbert, cannot be carried out . 
Significantly, Hilbert • s theory of the forutalized struc-
ture of mathemati cs is essentially based on intuitive 
procedure . In some way or other, openly or hidden, 
even under the unco proro.isl.ng formalistic, logical, or 
postulational aspect, constructive intuition always 
remains the vital ele ent in r athematics . 39 
~ith the preceding thoughts that proof leads to under-
standing, the uthor will construct a mathematical system 
f or the secondary-school algebra teacher by finding the al-
gebraic principles taught on that level and proving t hose 
which require proof . 
This completes the chapter . Next to be considered is 
t~e actual preble of the paper and the ethod of solution. 
Courant and Herbert Robbins, {hat is 
York: Oxford University Press, 194bT, 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD 
OF SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
This chapter will be concerned with a statement of 
the problem involved in this paper , and its method of solu-
tion . 
Stateznent of the problem .. The problem is two-fold. 
Stated definitely , the problem is (1) to determine t he alge-
braic principles commonly taught in the secondary schools, 
and (2) to prove these principles which lend themselves to 
proof from a set of algebraic postulates. 
P.:ere, the reader may wonder at the second pa.rt of the 
statement of the problem, but in the following chapter it 
will be clearly shown that some principles , by their very 
nature, do not lend themselves to proof . Yet, this does not 
detract from the science of algebra , but is inherent in the 
scientific system of deductive proof . A quick glance back 
to the preceding chapter will enlighten the reader somewhat . 
ethod of solution. The author will embark upon the 
following four phases to solve the problem . 
First, there needs to be some criteria established 
for selecting those algebraic statements which might be 
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considered as principles . Hence , the opening step, to be 
undertaken in the next chapter, rill be to lay down criteria 
by which the author ccn select the algebraic principles . 
This is an attempt to make the determination of principles 
as objective as possible. Any statement which fulfills the 
criteria will be considered to be an algebraic principle. 
All statements failing to meet the criteria will be rejected. 
Secondly, having found the yardstick to determine 
what is and what is not a principle the author will analyze 
fourteen first- and second-year secondary algebra texts and 
make a checklist of all principles found therein. The author, 
in addition, akes the working assumption that the principles 
so determined are those commonly taught in the secondary 
schools. This appears reasonable, but there is no clai:1 
uade tha t such a checklist of principles includes ill alge-
braic principles taught. In fact, this is not so . The prob-
lem of the paper is too large to warrant a )roper s~pling 
and st ti stic 1 treat ent in order to ake any state,.1ent 
regarding the all-inclusiveness of the checklist of principles 
obt-:>ined . 
The third step will involve the doption of E. V. 
Euntington ' s 1 set of algebraic postulates for complex numbers. 
3~ 
l Ed\! rd V. huntington , "The Fundamental Proposi tiona 
of lgebra, 11 ~onographs on Topics of Ele entary · atheraa.tics 
(Jacob •~ . A. Young, ed~tor0· New YorK: 1on[;m9.ns, Green, and 0 Of{). 1 ll_) • 1 l-21 • =-=-=---:::--::-if-===== 
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plus t he adoption of son1e rules of logic . 
Fourth , from these postulates , rules of logic , and 
additional definitions supplied by the author , proof of all 
principles which require it will follow. This proof will 
be uch more ri t:,orous than that customarily employed in the 
field of algebra. 
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C!-.APTER III 
CRITERIA FOR DETEffiUNING 
ALGEBRAIC PRI 1CIPLES 
The first step, to be t.euren now , is to set up cri-
teria for deterr1ining algebraic princi:>les . This is not an 
easy task. The investiga tor will endeavor to lead t he 
re r.der to his· criteria, showing tlle ain ste:?s as t hey con-
fronted hi,J . This appears ore desirable than just present-
ing t h e criteria as an acco1~pli shed fact. 
!hat is an algebraic principle , a athe .. 1aticel --:>rin-
ci~le? The investigator is not awaxe that there exists, 
at present, a good definition of the latter; hence, it 
a:;>pec. rs imper n.ti ve thc..t one be devised , so t !'!.at t here be no 
Jisunderstand.ings . There hove been several attenpts in the 
f ield of science to define a principle. These a re not cou-
pletely adequ te for mathe.:l?..tics. The writer will state one 
of these and ~.dvises t ":.e ree.der to read a service paper by 
~P·11oux 1 for others. The following is used by' artin , 2 
1 Rita c. , a illoux, 11 The Analysis of eo:Je 16 rnm . 
films in terms of t he ~ajor Goals of Science Teaching ," 
(unpublished __ aster 1 s t hesis, The Boston University School 
of Educ? tion, Boston , 1948), p . 1-118. 
2 "i. Edgar ... artin , 11 Chronologic c~l Survey of esearch 
Studies of Principles ," cienoe Educe:. tion, 29:46, FebruC'.ry, 
1945. 
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I adopted fro . ilbur : 3 
principle of science is a oo . .!lprehensive generali-
zation ·:1ioh 
1. is st~ted positively and definitely . 
2 . is true but with rere exoe )tio::1s within t r e 111. ita-
t ions set up by the st te~ent . 
3. i s de onstrable experir.1entally . 
4. is not ere1y definition or desori?tion . 
5. ole.,.,r1y st?tes or i pl i es a dyne.. .io process or 
inter,.,otion . 
• is ole rly not a part of a larger pri oiple ~~ioh 
c. be stated definitely . 
7. ~ s ide app1iort i on in the n~tural enviro. ent 
d is not ruled out by any of the pre oedin; criteria. 
scan be seen , so: e of tnese criteria. are a·)plio<ble to 
1athenatios; ot~ers, of neoescity , are .ot . In t~e latter 
group , ~oat e sily discernible are the fifth end seventh 
criteria. 
-artin clso has a list of criteria for prinoiules of 
bio1o "'io~ 1 science of im~:>ortr-noe for t:, enerc>.l eduo.,tion . 
T:re ori teria: 
1 . It wust be co .1prehensi ve E_eneraliz tion !.ioh 
resumes the widest possible ra.nge of f, ots ithin the 
do.:na.i oi f, ot with whi ch it is directly concerned. 
The facts resumed in the generalization must denote : 
• obje cts andjor events and the relations 
cetween theL: . 
b . roperties. 
2 . It ~ust be soienti:io?lly true . To satisfy this 
ori terion: 
~· It ~ust be verifi ble ; i . e ., it .ust be stated 
so th"t it subbest , d·reotly or indirectly , a 
definite observ< ~tion or e:>..-;>eri1. ent whereby its 
3 Oliver B • • 1ilbur , 11 tudy of the Principles of Sci-
ence Cont ·ned in Gener 1 boie oe Textbooks Puol±shed Since t 
BeginnL1e:. o:: tl::e Year 1924 11 un_?ubltshed ~Bater ' s thesis , Uni 
versity of ...... iohitc.c:n, nn rbor , 1~). See f . Edgar .:art in , 
11 Ohronologio.:.l l:lurvey of Rese .r~ Studies of Princi )les as 
Objectives of Instruction in Science," Science Education , 29 : 
46 F 
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truth value can be tested or verified. 
b . It 11ust be consistent with the body of 
eccepted scientific kno~ledge , nd except 
for a few li1:1i ting or singular exce:>tions, 4 with ell the data (facts) relev nt to it . 
Froill the foregoing excer.ts one quality shines forth, 
truth . This is a relative term, P.nd s such it is best t hr> t 
we avoid any . ention of truth in .. cthei .• et ics . 
Basic•lly ~the~atics consists of ele1ents, cl sses, 
relationshi.s , ~nd oper tiona . The next higher level of 
. a the. a tics concerns itself with postulates , axiods, defini -
tions, t~_eore'"'1s, a. d corollaries ( r.linor t~1eore. s) . ,,i t h 
t~1ese t ,...w broad categories t he reader will be concerned 
tnroubhout this paper . Everyone interested in mat' e~etics 
h~s cert~in ideas of w:1at t ese words nean . nd there is 
realization th t eacL of t hese words h s a meRning w~ic' is 
distL1ct fro every oti1er . Ele1 ents, cL sses , relationships , 
r~d oper· tions, as stated above , re brsic nc t~is p~per 
will acce 9t t:1 e:~ as undefined . Uo effort will be "'.1ade to 
1 elucidate bout theu , nor is this scientific?lly necess<ry . 
Concerni 116 t:.e second level it is extremely inport nt t l et 
cle2r-cut distinctions be s hown. 
Just hat is a mathe . tic~l principle as t~ught in 
the hig~ school? Are postulates )rinciples? Let us cite 
one of the postulates to be used in a later chapter , t he 
4 ~ortin , ££· cit . , p . 52 . 
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fourth postulate in Huntington ' s 5 set for the algebra 
of complex numbers . 
11 If a e b = a • b1 , then b = b1•
11 
This is known as the cancellation-on-the-left pro-
perty. It seems fairly reasonable to conclude that this 
could be called a principle in mathematics . Now let the 
author give an example of a theorem in high-school algebra. 
( a + b)( c + d) = ac + ad + be 1- bd. 
This is a very simple case , but does the reader con-
sider this to be a mathematical principle? There seems to 
be no way around an affirmative conclusion . Yet , these two 
examples are completely different . One is an assumption; 
the other is derived logically from given assumptions . On 
page thirty four the second part of the problem was to prove 
those principles which could be proved. The implication was 
th t certain principles could not be proved. How can one 
prove principles which are postulates , if one grants that 
a postulate can be a mathematical principle? The ans~er is 
that one cannot . The question which now arises is whe t her 
to include postulates , or some postulates , as principles. 
It seems more logical not to call postulates principles . 
The reason for this is simple . I f one desires to find cer-
tain criteria which will define a mathematical principle 
5 Huntington , 2£• ~., p . 187 . 
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co :.1pletely, then these criteria will be suc:l tl:at one 
mere ly h s to test any example, v-;hich he supposes __ e h2.s, 
of a ~rinciple, and if this cendidate for a principle illeets 
all the require~ents of t l e criteria; voila, one has a 
his is a desirable situation, but since pos-
tulBte s are assurlled, and theorems are lo gic 2~lly derived, 
there is a problem axising which l a'!.<:es one wonder how to 
reconcile the two without cor.1pletely eliminating a· criterion 
concerning these two propexties . 
Let us consider axiOl.lS , definitions , and corollaries. 
he last a:re ninor theorems and so , ay be ole ssified as 
tneore.us . flhould the other two be conside red principles? 
If so , tl1en everything (theoreus , postulates , axioli!S, and 
definitions) will be considered as such , and there will be 
a voluminous Lroup of principles . Yet, there are definite 
distinctions between all four of theu . Further, to es-
tablish criteria which will allow all t hese groups into 
our c~osen clas s will not give us a very tightly-knit unit 
.?o r -"1easure::.1ent . Of these four lots , theorems are the only 
ones which ere logic£lly derived . This is the ~ jor dis-
tinction between the lattex group end the others . Are 
the re~aining three really in one category with merely 
different naues? In one sense, yes . Yet, there axe differ-
ences . According to Young , 6 postulates play the role of 
6 Young, op . £!!. , p . 11-2, 53. 
disc;uised definitio.s ; axio .. s re tb.e fundc .ent'-1 notions 
oi lo e:. ic in 6enerC~l ; and postulates, here, .re pril..itive 
Jro~ositions concerni g umber 8 are all algebraic . 
Is it desirable to include definitions in the class 
of princi_Jles? he definition i athe~ tics hcs tre-endous 
force . Is it co _tJletely arbitrary? Ko t Is it deducible 
fro8 the previous body of acce~ted kno~ledge? !o . Poinc~r' 
h s this to say . 
· .. bat is e;ood definition? For the :philosopher or 
the scientist it is a definition which a:oplies to 11 
the objects defied , rnd only t.ose ; it is t.~ one sat-
i sf yin£:, the rules of low·i c . But in t eachi c it is not 
that; c bood definitio is one understood by tLe 
scholars . 7 
nat rules of lo6 ic does ~ definition satisfy? 
• . • Every definition i J:;>lie s a as su:::1ption, since 
it ::f· 1'. s the existence of t:1.e ob · ec t defined. The 
definition then ~ill not oe justified , frow t~e ~urely 
loLiccl poi .t of view until one shall have 0roved [ ital-
ics in t .. e ori L, in 1] that it involves no contr dJ.ction .. 
• The definition is stated to us as a convention . e 
ebster ' s dictionary says th t it is "any state . .1ent 
either of equiv lence or cannot, tion , or intension, or of 
the reciprocal i · plic"'..tion of terms . " 
In a at 1e. tice:>l definition need there be !'l recip-
roc~l i.plication of ter· s? Yes , ~or if we defined 2a e ual 
to ae a, a & c>- equals 2a. Obviously c definition is ~ state-
7 . enri Poinc r~, T~e oundatio.s of Science (Lan-
e ster : he c~e ce ress:-r946), p . 430 . 
s ibid, p . 439 . 
~1 
. ent of equality. Does this hold true for a theore· ? Ho ! 
Accardi €;, to Young,9 "every L.lathe • .l tic.:.l theore .. is, lobi-
cally, of tl1e xor. , if Pis true, t e. >.:tis true." This 
establis:~es a relationship of L plication between P a. d \ct , 
i.e., fro~ Pone .oves to , but the revers"bility of tLis 
imolic.,tion is not co sidered essential. he converse of 
- -
a theorem ay be true, but t:.~.i s is not necessary. Youno- 10 0 
quotes Bertre..nd Russell as steting in Principles of . at!J.e-
1 tics that "mathe~atics is the cl~ss of all pro)ositions 
of t'1e for: , P i. plies 't." This is an extre. ely broad 
state.ent, but supJose thet consider tion be 3iven it 
briefly . Defini tiona satisfy this state .. 1ent , a.nd . .1ore . 
s has been shown above ' definitions cure of the fonl p im-
plies , and have the property also that let i uplies P. 
Theorens are pro"'Jo si tiona of tne forL P i plies . ow 
just where do postulutes ~nd axio s fit in this? Chapter 
five clearly shows that postulates nd axions are also of 
this form; all except at least ~! For if all postulates 
and axioms are of the form, if ~' t' en ~' at least ~ 
postulate must affirm the existence of one of the P 1 s, so 
that we are allowed to begin. This will be explained dore 
fully later. hue , it 1 ight have been ore exact, if 
9 Younb, 2£· cit.,?· 53. 
10 ibid , p. 54. 
Russell had se.id that 11 athematics is the class of all 
propositions o:: the for. , P i plies ~ ' plus at lee:> st one 
' proposition ' establishing the existence of one P . 11 Of 
course , the P selected to fulfill the latter pur~ose ust 
be chosen carefully . 
I. A .. THE:.iATICAL DEFI JITI ON 
The investigator has tried to show t hat there 
is a difference between a n a the .. a ti cal definition and a 
, theill~tical postulate, axiom, nd theore~ . Briefly , then , 
convention w ich 
(1) involves no contradiction wit~in the systea . 
( 2) is not deducible by l ogice.l sequence fro.~ t :ie 
previously accepted body of 1cnowledge in t l:e syste . . 
( 3) is used to introduce a ~ symboli ~ c.:nd conce?t , 
or is descri?tion of a new s~nbol and concept . 
(4) contains a reciprocal implic~tion of terms . 
good ex~aple of a definition is at = ~. This 
B tisfies the cbove . It will be noted that nothing has 
been s aid bout whetler a definition should or should not 
be a genera.lize ... tion . The first criteria , listed above , is 
the property of co sistency, about which more will be said 
shortly .. It is uite cle· ~r, however , th t t here need be 
this quality . he key to the understandi g of a definiti ~n 
is t~at it is a co vention nd is used to introduce a new 
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sy boli sm. The proper oonolus~on to be dra n fro .1 this 
state .ent is th~t there need be no definitions ~t tll . It 
is •. erely siuplifioation and/or ol .rifioation . 
re defini tiona principles? Since one . ,_y t;e t along 
wit out t e ' dtl an d.I:litted ~ condioap , it does not see:l 
~h~t they should be included in our class of )rinoi,les. 
Various .. 1inute difference have been pointed out to 
atte pt to olcrify the role of postulates , axiolis, defi -
nitions , c.nd theore s . he last tvo h ve been properly 
qualified and the decision is to exclude definitions froj 
being princioles . T e situation at present is t his : 
postu lqtes 
o..xlorns 
i.heorems 
ow the question arises as to how to distin;uish 
pro~erly between ~ostuletes , axio s , and definitions . First , 
t:·10ugh , the decision 1:.1ust be ade ooncerni e.. the inclusion 
of the first two i our olr.ss of prJ..nOJ.ples . good exe..nple 
of ~ post~l te ~ .s ~iven e~rlier in this c~apter . 11e con-
elusion , there , s t :1[l t it see. ed advisu.ble to list t :.e se 
as principles. Of course , t~::. s ! eans ths.t there will be 
principles Yl1icl1 cr-.nnot be proved . This is not a c ta.s-
trop~q . For tLi s group certain criteria will be set up , 
2nd the second part of this p~:\per will not pertain to t~1is 
group . These principles , then , wi ll be of the assumed 
type, and proof is not necessary for them . In fact , by 
their very nature they crnnot be proved logicPlly fror. 
basi c structure , because they ~ th t very structure . It 
should be cle~,r that this is scientificc::.lly justifiable . 
Does the role of axioms belong in this s~ne category? 
Here is an example fro Euclid ' s geo.·etry . 
11 I f equals are added to equals , t:C.e results re 
equal . 11 
It is evident that the answer is yes . Now , how c~n 
one distinguish bet~een these assumptions (postul tes and 
axio.1s) and definitions? It is true thet the for.ner are , 
in a sense , definitions , but t~ ey are .. ore than t:r .. a.t . T_:.ey 
a.re restrict ions on how the ge.-te is to be played. They .re 
not ... erely conventions introducing a new syabolism to aid 
in sicplification of so~e sort . There is no requireJent 
th .t they be of a nature such that there is a reciprocal 
im~lic~tion of terms . As stC'ted previously, they are in 
t l:.e for,.l if P, then _, with at l east one exception . 
i1 hat is our status now? T:1ere are two bDsic ty!)es 
of princi)les. Th e first are assmaed ; the second , Droved . 
~5 
There is now presented a rouch sketch of the criteria which 
can b e used to cla.ssify these two ty:)es. Incorporated into 
these criterig are t _ose ideas of ~:<?rtin, w:1.ich Vi ere ex-
pressed e<?.rlier , .nd whic:1 apuly to .... u,~ the .. 1 tics and idea s 
expressed throughout this chc-.pter. It is desired t 1et an 
algebraic principle confor .. 1 to either o:Z the following 
criteria (I,II). 
I. " ssumed 11 type. 
(1) a generalization 
(2) a relationship of implicRtion 
(3) consistency 
( 4) not L.lplied by a larger principle w _i ch can 
be steted definitely 
(5) is not used to introduce a new s~boliem 
(This excludes definitions) 
( 6) is not deducible by logice:..l sequence . 
II. "Proved" ty~e . 
(1) a beneralization 
(2) a relationship of inplic~tion 
( 3) consistency 
(4) not implied by a larger princi~le which c~n 
be stPted definitely 
( 5) is deducible by logicP.l sequence. 
Let us consider the first and fourth criteria in bot~ 
types . They are identice.l . Tb.e r hcve been inserted so that 
~6 
there is not an infinite number of specific sub- cases which 
will be considered as principles. They oay be co bined 
into one statement 1 for exa.nlple 1 11 is a generalization , which 
is not a special sub-case of a larger generalization wh ich 
can be stated definitely , and satisfies t he other criteria. 11 
This also elininates t he word , principle , fro.u a~nong its 
o•,m defining criteria. The second criterion has already 
been discussed. So have the other cri teria , except for t hat 
whi ch is t hird in both lists. 
Vhat ~ consistency? The answer is that it is t he 
property of non- contradiction. Let t he reader consider t he 
beginning of the mathemati cal system , the postulates and 
axioms . It is evident t hat this property is desired for 
t 11ese fundc:unental assumpt ions. But does consistency inerely 
imply tha t no assumpt ion contradicts another directly , i.e., 
there exists no sta te . .uent and its negative? It would seem 
to i ··.1ply more than that . Thus , it is desirable t hat t :1ere 
arise no contradiction derivable from t ' e postulates and 
axio s . T:l.1is i .nplies a great dea l r.1o re than t he preoedi t1g 
stateluent . It is possi ble to construct a set of postulates 
which a ... J~e.rently hold no contradi ction in their ne.ked state-
Llents , but t h2"t lead to contrad.ictions when they are used 
logic8lly. Hence, if the investigator states ta?.t consisten-
cy has the force t:: iven above in its broadest i mplicD.t ions , 
he 1J.e,y automatically eli ninate this property as a criteria 
of t..ne 11 proved11 type of principle, since ti.is :::..roup is 
losicclly derivable fro the cSSWptions • 
. ere ie a brief di gr~ of t~e journey so f br. 
A)<.lOMS 
TH~ORE.MS 
DfFINITIONS 
poin-t- of. 
Co""b"""~ 
This diagr~ shows that so~e theorems and corollaries 
are not principles . This croup is that which uay be included 
in a lar ·er ener lization which does satisfy t'1e criteria 
of a principle . Included in both classes are cert .in athe-
,1atical conce_Jts . Ele1:lents , classes , rel .tionships, opera-
tiona , postulates, axions , theore~s , and definitions are 
~at_e aticrl concepts . In fact , so are principles and non-
principles . So1 e are defined concepts ; others , undefined. 
As shown in the diagram above , definitions are not principles, 
but some theorems which have me.de use of defini tiona (also 
postulates and axioms) are. 
It is clear now that mathematics begins with a 
certain group of principles , the postulates and axioms , 
and proceeds fro.-'l there by logical deduction and the use 
of definitions to more principles . The beginning group is 
laid down, and fror. them, with the aid of definitions, 
mathematicims ·build more principles from previously- accepted 
concepts, i.e., he uses previous principles and non-
principles to attain new ones. 
II. A MAT:-~ TICAL PRINCIPLE 
The author will now attempt to state criteria for 
a mathe • .J.atics.l principle . On previous pages two types of 
principles were mentioned . Also there was ~ention made of 
at least one statement whi ch establishes t he existence of 
one P. Tl:.e author will consider this postulate to be a 
principle ; hence , there are three types, since t~ is postu-
late differs from the P-implies~ type. 
A principle of a ll'.athematical {in this case, al-
gebraic) systen will be defined as being determined by ~ 
of t he following type criteria: 
Type I. 11 Assumed 11 • 
(1) is consistent within the system. 
( 2) is not used to introduce a new symbolism. 
( 3) is not deducible by lo &~:ical seauence frol t he 
--- ~ . 
rest of t he system. 
(4) implies one P for so.ne proposition , Pi plies 
whi ch is not deducible lot:, ica.lly frol• previ ously a cce:,?ted 
concep ts. 
This is for t he existence-type postula te. The second 
criteri a rules out def i nitions; the t r...ird, theorems ; 2;:.1d the 
fourth li nits t n is postulate to assuming the existence of 
one P of sowe conveniently chosen postulate . 
Type II. 11 Assumed11 • 
(1) is a generalization vvhich is not a special sub-
case of a l a rger generalization which c c:>.n be stated defin itely 
and s~tis=ies there~ a ining criteri . • 
( 2) is a rela tionshi :) of i m::>lica.t ion of the type, P 
i mplies ~ -
(3) is co n sistent \I!Jithin the sy s ter-1 . 
(4) is not used to i n troduce a new symbolism . 
(5) is not :1erel y a description of new syubol . 
( 6) is not deducible by logical sequence fron1 any of 
the. athe~ a tic r l concepts uithin t he syste~. 
This eli~inates theore_s , and est blishes the property 
of i deDendence for the assm.1ptions fulfilli_g the first five 
criteria . 
Type III. 11 P r oved". 
(1) is a genera lization which is not a specia l suo-c~se 
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of alar er ge_er lization which ccn be strted defi.itely 
and satis::'ies the re aining criteria. 
( 2) is e. relationshi? of imnlic· tion of t~.e type , P 
i. )lies 
(3) is deducible by lobicol sequence ro previously 
.cce_:;>ted (defined ~nd undefined) . atheutaticpl conceJts . 
To be 1.1.ore systeillatic it .. i~ht be better if the 
.rinciple or principles of t~e first type be ~ade suiJ-ce se 
of t_ le second, since both are C' .. ssu...ed-type princinles . 'I'~1en, 
a rincinle of an algebraic syste_ ~ill be defined s bei.g 
deter ined by ei t ' .. er of t he followi.ns type - criteria: 
Ty~Je I . 11 As sur.1ed 11 • 
(1) is a generc-lization ·w·::ich is not 2 s1eci~l sub-
c~se of a l~rger g enerclization w~ich cen be stcted definitely, 
end sctis::'ies criteria (2), (3) , (4) , (5) , and (6) . 
(2) is a relationshi of iuplic8tion of t : e type, P 
i uplie s ~ . 
(3) is consistent ·ithin the syste . 
( 4) is ot used to introduce a ne·:: sy<ttboliSl and con-
cept . 
( : ) is not erely a de scription o:: a ne"tJ, syzr bol and 
concept . 
( 6) is not deducible by lo;;icFl sequence fro .. any of 
I tL_e r.atheJ.atic"l concepts ithin the syste . . 
I 
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Sub-case . 
(7) There exists ~t lee st one principle t hat establish-
es one P for so~ e ::_:>reposition , P i plies ~, which is not de-
ducible lo e_. icrlly from :previousl y a ccepted conce~Jts; and t :-1is 
Jrinci)le satisfies criteria (3), (4), (5), and (6) and does 
not sat i sfy ( 2) • 
Ty;>e II. 11 Provedn . 
( 1) is a t;eneralization whi ch is not a specic.l sub-
Ce se of a l ger generalizr ti on whicb. ce.n be stc> ted definitely 
a.nd s a tisfies t he re;Jaining criteria: 
(2) is a relationship of i. :pli c~ tion of the ty~e, p 
i ?lies 
(3) is deducible by lo f::, iC C? l se uence fro111 previously 
acce:Jted (defined and undefined) a.t .erJa.tic?l conceDts. 
:1e first type includes all postulntes and axioillS 
only . T"1e second typ e includes t~ose theore·11s (en" corol-
l aries) '7hi ch satisfy criteri (1), i . e . , they are L ,.r g e 
gener?.lizations, whi ch are 11 true 11 for all ele 111ents of the 
cl~ss denoted , unless t here are specificrlly st ted excep-
tions in the theoreus the8selves . The 1 j or difference 
between these t'm t ype s of princi :Jles is centered around 
t e idea of lobic~l deduction . If tnis stipul~t ion be 
dropped out of bo t : t ypes, it is possible to cowbi e both 
ty)es i to one . Havi g reduced t he ty?es of principles fro 
t n·ee to two, it Ll i :.;,ht be .. 1ore syste·uatic to reduce t hese 
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two to one. he investig tor does not feel such a pro-
cedure to "'.:Je the better solution, because sotne of t~~e 
discriminating po;er of t:1e cri teriev rill be lost. SL.ce 
there are bn.sicc:..lly trro different ty~es of principles, why 
not h~ve criteria for each group? In addition , if all 
princi:::>les are srouped into one ccte(;ory, so.1e ~ro_ erties 
l. ay be superfluous for sow.e ?rinciples . The one , · J. ... ich 
iw edi tely ~ters t~e lind is the idea oi consistency . s 
st~ted previously , the property is essential for Jostul tes 
pnd axio.Js , but is not needed for theore. s, beccuse of t he 
all-inclusiveness of the property w1.1en it pertc-.ins to the 
:I'or.aer t ·~ o. 
he criteria so far presented ~re still not in 
polished for • :Further , the investigc tor believes t h:: t 
assUliled princi ~les should not be redundant .nd irrelev nt . 
These properties are be sic to t he assumptions in e.ny science . 
Are t~ey desirnble for t~e proved principles? Certainly 
t hey are , but do second ry algebra texts present them :n 
this way? In many case s, no, hence the author omits these 
properties from t he criteria for t he latter group . 
I~ving presented in the previous pages all the ajor 
ideac pertine~t tot~ criteria for determini~g a watheu~ic 1 
principle , the final stated criteria are ready to be unfolded. 
he reader will find t~1e pl raseolocy changed in i; .:.ny pl ces . 
'!:- e will also find that there is a slight rearrange .1ent in the 
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presentation . It will be noticed also t hat t here ·as 
been a decision to o it·criteria (4) and (5) under t he 
11 assum.ed 11 princi·Jles . In its place there -~as been inserted 
a state...1ent whid1 is .1ore powerful El.nd b r sic to :1.,.t"1e.1a..tics . 
Some understanding 1 ay be lost , es)ecially ~t the beginning, 
but ca reful co·upari son with what has previously been stated 
and what is to follow will convince the reo,der that basically 
any apparent differences are .inute . 
Criteria for deteruining algebraic principles . First , 
the author will qualify a phraseology "fJhich appears in t he 
initial criterion . 
A 11 generalization concerning a class" ,ay be con-
sidered to be any ~ of t i.1e follow i ng : 
§ • a state 1ent applicable to all ' e: bers of a 
class . 
b . a sta te.aent applicable to all ~ .§: few ~­
cific elements of a class which are restricted in 
any manner in the stateJent itself . 
£ . a statement establishing tr:..e existence of a 
me 11ber or rjembers of a class where such a state.1ent 
further establisies a uniqueness of property for the 
me .• 1ber or ~:~.e 1..1bers which no other r.1er.1ber possesses . 
Tl e latter, 11 c 11 , is inserted above to allow Hunting-
ton ' s two postulates concerning the identity ele . .1ents , z , u 
( ~ , e ), to be classi=ied as principles . Briefly, these 
est(. blish zero and unity . It is felt th t t::J.ese are al-
gebrai c principles. ~or clarific~tion of these t {0 postu-
1, tee turn to c~apter five . 
lere are to basic ty,es of algebr ic ?rinciples , 
the a.ssuued-ty-)e and the proved- type . The criteria for de-
termininb the ssurAed-ty-oe are as ::ollOi'V's : 
Ty-oe ~· ( ssumed type)- Fundamental to the system. 
I. !lirst , and fore:aost , the state.Aent is a generali-
zation concerning a class , whi ch class is basic to 
the systew, and is not a special sub-case of a larger 
generalization which co cerns the sa e class or a 
larger class that includes the aforementioned class, 
and whicr is possible of definite state ent denoting 
the s~me algebraic concept. 
In addition , this generaliza.tion .:lUst satisfy 
the following criteria: 
~· is a relationship 
P implies • 
b . is consistent (within itself and ) ;ithin the 
a l gebrai c syste • 
£. is necessary to the system. 
(This excludes definitions . ) 
d . is an indeoendent concept which is not de-
ducible by lobiccl sequence fro any co~bination 
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of state1.1ents within the system . 
e . is a state •. tent w~ich contains no redundancy . 
f . is a statement which contains no irrelevancy. 
Exception : 
There exists at least ~ principle which 
establishes a P for so.1e proposition, P implies 
f.t, which latter s" ti sfies the above criteria.; 
and the former principle (principles) setisfies 
(satisfy) only criteria I(b) , I(c), I(d), I(e), 
I(f) and does (do) not satisfy I(a) . 
The criteria for determining the proved-~ algebr~?ic 
princi?les are as follows: 
~ II ; (Proved ty9e) 
II . First , and fore -10 st, the sta te: . 1ent is a generali-
zation concerning a class and is not ;;" special sub-
case of a larger generalization which concerns t he 
sa.:ne class or a larger class that includes t:L1e afore-
mentioned class and which is possible of definite 
stater. ent denoting the sa e algebraic concept. 
In adO.i tion, t l1is 6eneralization must satisfy 
the following criteria: 
~· is a relationship of imnlic? tion of t he type, 
P iu?lies 't, . 
b . necessarily follows frod previously accepted 
concepts, i.e*), is logic.:>.lly derivable, and thus 
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co si stent within the syste2. 
Tne latter excludes definitions . This brinbs to a 
close the discussion on the criteria for deter ining an .1-
gebraic )rinciple . 
b.e investiga.tor now desires to Give so-le exanples of 
state~ents w:_ich are considered not to be pri.ciples . ~ese 
exa~ples are cesiuned to satisfy all ~~ criterion . This 
presentation wi ll show tLe type of pseudo- principles w· ich 
t~1e author does ot v:-is1 to include in the class of .. rinci_les 
It should be reuarked now that it is not possible in all c ses 
to find such exrujples . 
eeudo- nrinci·)le 
This is L.1-possible , because any st te:1ent not a 
gener~lization will also be unne cesscry to t~e syste ndjor 
be a denendent conce)t w~'ch c~n be lo( ic ~ lly derived . To 
clarify , let the "'Ut~1or say tha.t any state~ ent not a. Gener-
alization will depend b~sicclly on definition. ~or example , 
3 $ 4 = 4 e 3 is dependent on definition. Yet , a e b = b EJJ a 
is a principle of the assill~ed type . 
A pseudo-~rinciple wnic: fails~ ~(~) . 
"The class , C, exists ." 
hi s violates I(a) , but sati sfies t here eining 
criteria. It is a gener?.lization , is consistent, is neces-
sary , is ot lo ic, lly derivcble , is .ot redundent and is 
not irrelevant . Yet this is a princiule , because it setisfies 
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the Exception under l· 
nseudo-nrinci~le which f .ils ~ l(b) . 
11 a f. a." 
!ery little need be said of t •is state~ent . It is 
contraaictory, yet is a generalization, a relationship of 
i plicetion , is not loLically derivable , contai_s no re-
cundency and irrelevc>.ncy , and satisfies necessity in that 
it is cert inly not definitive in ch2recter . On t:e ot~er 
h nd it viol~tes l(c) in tLe se-se ttat i~ is not necessary 
to the syste.. as it stands . It 1 s prL1e violation , :_ovrever 1 
is consistency. 
A nseudo- nrincinle Wuich ~ails~ l(£) . 
11a;k = ~. n 
This is a definition . Of course , in a definition 
the right sice of the equotion 'uust be "known, 11 i.e., ~ere 
t he squr: re-root ;>ro cess and •. 1e2ning is c>"ssurued to be under-
stood; the le!'t side of t· e equation is the 11 unknoYm . 11 
Certainly alt ebra could get along without t : .. e ebove 
definitive st'"~te...1en t, even t Loug~1 a disti... ct dv:mtr.ge 
a ccrues wit~ its use . he stat ewent is a generalization, 
a relationsl~.ip of LplicL tion, is consistent, is not logi-
cally deriv ble, contains no redundancy and irrelevancy . 
useudo-principle which fails 2!!. l(£). 
11 a e z = a, where z = o. 11 
swill be seen later t :~i s is a stf:lte ,le~ t w1ich is 
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logic lly derived . It is easily seen th?t the ot~er 
criteri~ accept t h is st te.ent. Yet, this is a princi9le by 
t _e criteria under II (proved type) . 
_ pseudo-principle which f ils ~ !_(,~). 
11 If a < b, b < c, and b = b, t hen o < c, where ~ , b , 
and c are in tile cla""ss 0. 11 
look at CP-16 in cha.pter five will s:ow the re!:lder 
t l:at b = b is redundant in this state. ent . In t :us et e.te-
. ent, t' en , ... ore is inserted th n necesee.ry . Of course, 
t his statement easily satisfies the otler criteria. 
A pseudo-orinciple whic fails 2£ !_(f). 
11 If a < b , c < d , t hen a f. b , where a , b ,c, end dare 
in 0. 11 
ui te obviously c < d is completely irreleva:.t, hence 
t he stcte .. ent violates !_( f) . Co .. 1p re t:1is state .1ent with 
CP-15 in chapter five . This postulate of Funtington 1 s 
clecrly satisfies t he criteri , yet t:e bove stateuent 
violates !,(f) and t his only . 
T~is coapletes our sojourn with candidP tee for t he 
assumed-type principles. Now to consider the proved- type . 
_ pseudo- princiole which fails~ II. 
I f t he re der will turn to chapter six he will see 
t h .t a. y co.rollary of a t :_eore ... will viol te t his criterion 
and only t his. 'he a.uthor there considers (a -t b) 2 = 2 -.. 
2ab + b2 to be a corollary of (a + b)(c + d) = ao + ad + b c + bd , 
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li 
which it rightly is . o lent 1 s thou::_ht will s :1ow t .. at 
t : is will violr te I I and pass inspection on t he othe r two 
criteria . 
_ pseudo-uri1ci-ole 1-vh ich fils£.!!: II(£;_) . 
ny state .. ent viol ting this criteria uust , of 
necessity , violc:te :::I(b) . For , if •ather:.1.e. tics is a sequence 
of propositions of t he ty?e , P i 1plies (after t he proposi-
tion which e stabli sl e s a P for so .. e assumed principle, P 
i!nplies ) , then any proposition 'iY ..... ich is lo Jicrlly derivable 
l.llust be a rela,tionship of implic G.tion o: t e type , P i a lies 
lei . 
• ?. de • 
oseudo- principle wni ch fa.ils £!!_ II ( :£) . 
1 
"a:;£ = Va. " 
Co~.ent necessary to cl rify t ' is has alreaey oeen 
This coupletes the presentation of the investig~tor ' s 
views and thou0 ht s on t he character o:: o.n algebraic principle . 
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CHAPTER IV 
CHECKLIST OF ALGEBRAIC PRINCIPLES 
Having established the criteria to be used in selec-
ting the algebraic principles taught in the secondary schools, 
the investigator attacks the first part of the problem of 
this thesis, namely determining the algebraic principles 
commonly taught in the high schools. This is to be accom-
plished by analyzing about a dozen secondary algebra texts 
and selecting statements which satisfy the criteria already 
set up in the previous chapter. 
Here, a working assumption is made that those princi-
ples selected in the checklist later in this chapter are 
those which are commonly taught in the secondary school. 
No claim is made that the collected list includes all princi-
ples taught .or that it includes all the important principles 
taught. The algebra curriculum varies considerably from 
school to school. Some schools will present much more al-
gebra, others probably leas. However, it is felt that the 
list collected is commonly taught in our secondary schools, 
since the texts . analyzed are recent texts, for the most 
part, and they include both first- and second-year texts. 
No data or sampling will he used to support this last state-
ment, but it appears reasonable that the assumption is not 
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a bad one . 
Having touched upon the subject of the texts to be 
employed in this task the author now presents the list of 
a.lgebrE~. books which ha.ve been analyzed . Each will be accom-
panied by a code letter which is to be used for identifica-
tion purposes in the checklist of principles. 
FIRST-YEAR ALGEBRA TEXTS 
Book : 
Betz , \rillia.r.a , Everyday Junior .... athematics , Book Three . 
New York: Ginn and Company , 1946. 564 pp:--
Book B: 
Betz , wil liam, Algebra for To~6~ ' First Year . New York : 
Ginn and Co1.apany , 1937. pp . -
Book C: 
Breslich , Ernest R., Purposeful ...lathe.aatics , Al~ebra - First 
Course . Ne r York: Laidl aw Brothers , Inc., 939 . 512 pp . 
Book D: 
Edgerton, Edward I., and Perry A. Carpenter, Elementary 
Algebra. New York: Allyn and Bacon , 1934. 498 pp . 
Book E: 
Englehardt , Fred , and Leonard D. Haertter, First 
Algebra. Revised editio~;. Philadelphia: The 
Winston Company , 1935. ~¥~-8 pp. 
Book F: 
Course in 
John c.-
Hart , ;alter , A First Course in Algebra. Boston: D. c. 
Heath and ~ompany , 1947. 389 pp. 
Book G: 
Hawkins , George E., and Gla.dys Tate , Your athematics . New 
York : Scott, Foresman and Company , 1948 . 592 pp . 
Book H: 
Lennes, N. J ., and J •. aucker , First Course in lgebra. 
New York: The acmillan Company , 1949 . 561 p~ 
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Book I: 
Nyberg, Joseph A., Fundamentals of Al~ebra, First Book. 
New York: American Book Company, 944. 366 pp:--
Book J: 
Upton, Clifford, Practical Algebra, Introductory Course. 
New York: American Book Company, 1936. ~80 pp. 
Book K: 
Welchons , A. M., and W. R. Krickenberger4 Algebra, Book ~· New York: Ginn and Company, 19 9. 586 pp:--
SECOND-YEAR ALGEBRA TEXTS 
Book L: 
Edgerton, Edward I., and Perry A. Carpenter, A Second 
Course in Algebra. New York: Allyn and Bacon, 1934. 532 pp.-
Book M: 
Nyberg, Joseph A., Fundamentals of Al!ebra, Second Book. 
New York: American Book Company, 945. 405 pp. 
Book N: 
Welchons , A. ·., and W. R. Krickenberger4 Algebra, Book Two. New York: Ginn and Company, 19 9. 516 pp:--
The reader will probably notice that there is a 
preponderance of first-year texts in the above. True, but 
it must be remembered that this is to be no exhaustive 
search for algebraic principles. Second-year texts appear 
to vary more in the variety of material presented. Much of 
the subject matter in second-year texts belongs rightly to 
the sphere of trigonometry. It will be remarked now that 
all material not strictly algebraic in nature is not being 
considered in this paper. In addition, all subject-matter 
pertaining to systems of equations, logarithms, series, 
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determinants, and mathematical induction are excluded in 
this thesis. ost of the above are applications of the 
use and power of algebra, and generally are fairly adequate-
ly proved in algebra texts. 
It will also be remarked here that Book G is not 
an algebra text primarily. It is a practical mathematics 
text for the ninth grade and has been analyzed mainly so 
that the reader can draw a contrast with texts which purport 
to teach algebra mainly with some ramifications into other 
fields. 
Method of selecting principles. Before presenting 
the checklist it is absolutely necessary to divulge the 
exact method used in determining what is and what is not 
an algebraic principle. The first requirement that a 
statement or combination of statements meet to be accepted 
as a principle is that it (they) fulfills (fulfill) the 
criteria for determining an algebraic principle which was 
established in chapter three. At first glance this may 
appear to be all that is necessary, but other problems 
arise. Two different statements may denote the same concept; 
hence, similar statements had to be put into one convenient 
form. Here, of course, the author made use of his pre-
rogative and such statements which fulfill the criteria will 
be considered as one principle and so stated. 
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The criteria, then, served as a guide and all pros-
pective principles had to fulfill this. Next, the problem 
arose about whether to accept, as a principle, an implication 
drawn from a statement or combination of statements, where 
such an implication satisfied the criteria. Certainly, any 
explicit statement fulfilling the criteria was to be accepted, 
but secondary algebra texts were found to present material 
such that implications were obvious and the latter were also 
principles, according to the criteria. Any explicit state-
ment fulfilling the criteria could be determined objectively, 
but implication involved some degree of subjectivity. It 
was finally decided to accept as principles any strong and 
apparent implications which fulfilled the criteria and which 
were embodied in an explicit statement or statements. It 
must be acknowledged that a degree of subjectivity entered 
here, but from the writer's standpoint it appeared desirable. 
Let it also be stated that only those parts of the 
texts which were explanatory or illustrative were analyzed. 
This includes much more than it appears to do! All parts 
of the texts designed for student drill were by-passed, and, 
in almost all cases, this drill material was the only material 
in the texts which was not analyzed for algebraic principles. 
Additional comment ~ ~ selection of principles. Be-
fore listing the principles which were found it is necessary 
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to add a few comments. The writer will prove the collected 
set of principles from a set of postulates for complex 
numbers. Any algebraic statements concerning the classes 
of real, rational, or natural numbers are excluded by criteria 
I and II, !f such statement were sub-cases for statements 
concerning larger classes. For example, if a text states 
that a + b = b t- a for all rational numbers, this is !!.2..1 to 
be accepted as a principle, since it is true that a + b = b + a 
for all complex numbers, which class includes the former. 
Only one text for the ninth year contained material on the 
class of complex numbers, and many, many algebraic state-
ments were true for this class. The author will present in 
the checklist the algebraic principles, themselves. The 
reader may feel that this process will actually add to the 
number of principles a text may possess. For example, if 
a text which includes only the class of real numbers is 
credited with a principle which actually pertains to the 
class of complex numbers, it may appear that the scope of 
the text is more advanced than it actually is. One might 
think it did not possess the principle at all, since the 
statement is a special sub-case of the generalization and 
violates criteria I and/or II. However, the text·s invari-
ably stated the principle with no restriction to a class 
and applied it to the class of numbers in question. The 
author accepts the statement itself as being all-inclusive, 
and believes the application to be only an illustration 
pertinent to the subject at hand. The reader should bear 
this in mind constantly. 
Order of the presentation of principles. Finally, 
let it be clear that the order of presentation of the 
principles which were collected is not that of the sequence 
of presentation of any text. The principles which follow 
are placed in a sequence convenient for the writer, espe-
cially so with regard to the proved-type principles. All 
principles will hold for ~ class !, unless stated otherwise. 
I. COLLECTED SET OF ALGEBRAIC PRINCIPLES 
Texts A B 0 D E F G H I J R: L ll N 
Principles 
TYPE I 
P-1: 
I'ilK, a • b • b e a X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-2: 
IIlK,(a • b) e c = a. e (b e c) X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-3: 1 
Iil'K,{a e b = a e b1 ) ~ b • b1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-4: 
In K, there exists one and only X 
one z such that z e z = z 
1 Translation: If a E&b = a &b1 , then b = b1• 
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Texts ABCDEFGHIJXLMN 
Principles 
P-5: 
In X, for every ~ there exi~ts X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
a' such that a e a' == z 
P-6: 
" rnK,a 0 b = b <:) a. X X X X X X X X X X X X 
I 
P-7: 
In K,(a <:> b) e c - a G (b <;> c) X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-8: 2 
!ilK, ( a 0 b = a. <:> b1 ) ~ b = b1 , X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when a. '1: z 
~ ,a e (b & c) = (a 0 b) e (a0 c) X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-10: 
'fii'K', for every a there exists X X 
/a such that a e /a ~ u, when 
a. "" z 
P-11: 
~,x < y ~ a$ x < ae y X 
P-12: 
'fii""C, z < a,z < b ~ z < a e b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-13: 
If X is a. "field", there 
such that j G j = u' 
is 1 X X X X 
P-14: 
IY"Y and C are 11 fields 11 , and X X X X 
there 1 s a j_, then for every 
a. in X: there are .! and y_ in 
C such that x e (j 0 Y) =a 
i-15: 
n K,a = a X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
2 Translation: If, in X, a 0 b = a <:> b 1 , then b equals 
b1 , when~ does not equal~ (zero). 
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Texts ABODEFGHIJXLlLN 
Principles 
P-16 
In K,(a =b) ~ (b =a) X X X X X X X X ~ iX X X X X 
m: 
,(a= b),(b- c) ~ (a= c) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
~: 
InK,(a:b) ~ (a <9 c = b $ c) X X X X X X X X X ~ X pr X X 
~· : (a = b) ~ (a e c = b <:> c) X X X X X X X X X Pt X X X X 
......_ 
TYPE II 
P-20: I 
I'ii"'K,a • b ~ a' = b' X X X X X X X X X Pc X X X X 
P-21: 
In K,a e z • a and z $ a =a X X X Pt X 
P-22: 
mY, the result of (a E&b) ~ c X X X X X X X X X IX pc IX X 
equals the result of perform-
ing the operation, ~ , on any 
two elements and operating 
again on that result and the 
remaining element -
P-23: 
fin X,(x E9b =a) ~ (x = a E& b 1 ) X X 
1>-24: 
I  n K, a - b = a CD b 1 X X X ~ X X X ~ X ~ IX IX X X 
~-25: 
fin K,a - a = z X X ~ lx ~ 
P-26: 
llnK,a - z =a X 
P-27: 
In K z - a= , a' X X lx IX 
II 
II 7. 
Texts ABCDEFGHIJXL N 
Principles 
P-28: 
!nt,(a=c) ~ (a - b = c - b) X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
~: 
, a' $ b 1 == (a e b)' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
~: 
,a - (b - c) • (a - b) e c X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-31: 
In K,(a - bl - (c - d) - X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
-(a e d) - b e e) 
m·3 
:(a e d =b e e) < • X X X X X X X X X X X X X X (e. - b - c - d) 
~ n , the result of (a e b) e c X X X X X X X X X X X X 
equals the result of perform-
ing the operation, <:>, on any 
two elements and operating 
again on that result and the 
remaining element 
P-34: 
In K, / /a = a, when a f: z X X X X X 
P-35: 
In K,a e u 
-
a. and u o a = a X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
~· 
: (X <:) b = a) ~ X m a. 0 /b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
m· : ( c = a/b) • ( c 0 b = a) , X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when b #: z 
~· :a/a = u, when a #: z X X X X X X X X 
3 Here the implication goes both ways. 
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Texts ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
Principles 
~: 
· , ( a 0 b)/b = a, when b 'f: z X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-4o: . 
In K, ( a = c) ~ ( a/b = cfb), X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when b :/= z I 
P-4-l: 
IilY, ( a 0 b) $ c = d ~ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
a • ( d - c) /b, when b 'f z 
I 
P-42: 
I"'il"Y, a/b =/o e a, when b 'f: z X X X X 
P-4-,;: ,J 
In t,a e (b/c) = (a 0 b)/c, X X X X 
I when c 'F z 
I 
• 
I P-44: In K, (a/b) <:> ( c/ d) = X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
I (a o c)/(b Q d), when b,d f. z 
~-n · : ( a)b)/( c/d) = X X X X X X X X X X X X X (a o d /(b o o), when b,o,d;:. z 
I 
I P-46: ~' ( z < a), ( z <. b) ~ z < a e b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X I 
~: 
,(a,b < z --+ a e b < z) X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-4g: 
Iill'C, ( ab I ) I e.b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
-
I i-4t: n ,a(b - c) = ab - ac X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
i-5~: 
,ab = a 1b 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
m: 
,az = z X X X X X X 
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Texts ABCDEFGHIJKL M N 
Principles 
IP-5_2: 
~n K,z/a = z, when a 'f z X 
IP-53: 
z) ~ (a= z) v ~n K, ( ab = X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
I. (b = z) 
IP-54: 
~ n o, a, b < z ~ z < ab X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
II 
IP-55: ~ n c, a ~ · z < b , I bl < I al __. X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
I' a. e b = < 1 a. I - lb l ) • 
~-5_6: 
I In C,a < z < b, l a l< \ bl ~ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
a $ b = ( I bl - I a. I ) 
P-57: 
lin o,a < c ~a- b < c -b X 
P-5S: 
lin c,(z < a),(b < z) ~ ab <. z X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
I-56. n :a < c ~ a - c < z X 
P-60: 
lin c,a < c,z < b ~ a.b < cb X 
. 
P-61: 
~,a< b ~ z < b - a X 
P-62: 
~,a < c,b < z __, cb < ab X 
P-63: 
I'il'O',a < c,z < b ~ a/b < c/b X 
P-64: 
I'n"'"O", a < c, b < z ___, c/b < a/b X 
I 
t 
Texts ABODEFGHIJKLMN 
Principles 
m= , z < a, z ~ b ---+ z <. a/b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-66: 
In K,na = a + a + a of- • • • to n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
terms, when n in all 
m: 
,a/b = ac/bc, when b,o 
" z 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
P-68: 
In K, a' /b • a./b' = (a/b) 1 , X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when b f. z 
~: 
,a'/b' = a/b, when b F z X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
i-10: 
n K, ( a -t- b)/ c = a/ c + b / o, X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when c f. z · 
~: 
, ( a - b) I c • a/ o - b I o, X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when o #: z 
i-1i: n , a/b -t- c/d = (ad + be) /bd, X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when b,d ":j: z 
~· : a/b - c/d =- (ad - bc)/bd, X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
when b,d r z 
i-1~· n :(a + b)(c -t d) = ac + ad + bc + X X X X X X X X X X X X X bd 
i-1t. n :(a - b)(c - d) = (ac + bd)- X X X X X X X X X X X X X (ad + be) 
~ )( c - d) - (ao + be) - (a.d -t- bd X X X X X X X X X X X X X -
I 
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Texts ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
Principles 
~· n :alb = cld ~ ale =bid , X 
when b,c,d ~ z 
~: 
, alb = old ~ bla ;:: die, X 
when a,b,c,d f z 
~· :alb = old ~ cia = dlb, X 
when a, 1;> , d rf z 
P-go: 
In K, alb = c/d ----lt ( a + b)lb = X 
(o + d)ld, when b,d f z 
P-81: 
In X,alb = old ~ (a - b)lb = X I ( c - d) I d, when b , d F z 
P-82· InK{ alb = c / d ---. ( a + b) I ( a - b) X 
= c + d) I ( c - d) , when b, d f z , 
a F b, o 'F d 
m: 
,alb = (a/c)l(blc), X X X X X X X X X X X 
when b,c ;. z 
P-84: 
InK, a + b I o = ( ao -t b) I o, l: X X X X X X X X 
when c "rf z 
~: 
, a - b I c = ( ao - b) I c, l: X X X X X X X X 
when c F z 
p_g6: 
l"i"i"""Y,alb = old ~ (a + c)l(b + d) X 
= a/b = cld, when b,d f z, 
b -+ d .; z 
.Texts ABODEFGHIJKLMN 
Principles 
i-St: 
n ,a/b = c/d ~ ha/bb • kc/kd, fX 
when b,d,h,k 'f z 
P-SS: 
In K,a/b = c/d --+ ha/bk • hc/dk, ~ 
when b,d,k " z 
m· : ( a/ c ) a ( c /b ) = ( a/b) , ~ X X X X X X pc X X X Pt X IX 
when b,c rf: z 
~: 
,a/b + c/d = e/f ~ X X Pt X X ~ X X X pc X IX 
adf + bcf = bde, when b, d, f 'f z 
~: 
, ( a/b ~ c/d~f( e/f ~ g/h) = X pc IX X X X pc X pc X pc , ~ IX ((ad± bc)/bd (fh/( eh:& fg)), 
when bd t: z,fh r z, (eh± fg) f: z ·. 
~· :ax2+ ~x +c = 0 ~ Pt X X ~ X X pc X ~ ~ pc X X ( (b 1±Vb - 4ac)/2a~, when 
a~ z,(a,b,c in o1 
m· : ( a3:t:. b3) = 2 (a% b)( a2~ ab +b ) pc X X X 
CHAPTER V 
THE POSTULATIONAL SYSTEM 
AND RULES OF WGIC 
Having ·presented in the preceding chapter the list 
of algebraic principles found in an analysis of fourteen 
...,_ 
secondary algebra texts , the investigator considers the 
first part of the probler.1 as being solved . In order to 
solve the second half of the problem it is necessary to 
a.dopt a. set of algebraic postulates , from which the proof 
of proved-type principles rna.y be begun. The author has 
selected a set of algebraic postulates by Huntington. 1 
These are postulates for the algebra of complex numbers . 
Added, by the author, will be certain rules of logic (axioms) . 
The reader is hereby advised that the author will 
state these postulates and the fundemental notions of the 
system almost directly from Huntington with a few notation-
al changes . In addition , explanatory passages will be in-
serted by the writer where such passages may be of aid in 
clarifying the postulational statements. The author will 
also provide exax.1ples of a cl arifying nature where he feels 
it to be desirable . It should also be remarked here that 
1 Huntington, QE• ci~ ., pp. lg6- 89 . 
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these postulates for the algebra of complex numbers assume 
nothing_ in regard to the number systems taught in the 
elementary and secondary school. Let the reader make be-
lieve he knows nothing about numbers at all . 
First let it be clearly understood that a mathe-
matical system comprises 
1. Fundruaental notions which are undefined. 
a . elements 
b. operations 
c. relationships 
2. Postulates. 
a . existence 
b . rules of procedure (axioms) 
3. Definitions 
4. Theorems. 
1. THE POSTULATIONAL SYST 
The fundamental notions of the system are : the class 
of points in general; the class of 11 real 11 points ; the opera-
tions of addition e.nd multiplication; and the relation of 
order. Abstractly considered, therefore, the fundmaental 
notions in terms of which all the propositions of the al-
gebra can be stated, are the following: 
( 1) A class of elements, a , b, c, . . . which we 
7 
may denote by K. 
(2) A class of el ements , which we may denote by c. 
(3) A rule of combination , which we ay denote by $ . 
(4) A rule of combination , which we ay denote by 0 . 
( 5) A relation , which we may denote by < . 
ny system involving these fundP~ental notions we 
shall speak of as a " system (K , 0 , 0 , 0 , <., ) . 11 
e now impose on these symbols the conditions ex-
pressed in postulates 1- 27 below: 
~: If a and b are elements of , then a t!) b is an element 
of K, called the sum of the elements ~ and b . 
The first postulate ! The property established is 
known as closure with respect to addition. The above pos-
tulate establishes an infinite number of elements in K, if 
t here are two elements with which to begin. 
OP-2: InK, a e b = b ED a . 
This is the commutative property with respect to 
addition . The sum of any two ele ents in K is independent 
of the order taken . 
OP-3 : InK, (a EB b) $ c = a Ef) (b E& c) . 
This is the associative property with res9ect to 
addition . Given three ele ents inK, the sum of the first 
two added to the third e uals the sum obtained oy adding 
the first to the sum of the second and third . 
7 
CP-4: InK, if a $ b1 = a e b2 , then b1 • b2• 
This is known as cancellation-.2!!,-~-left with res:9ect 
to addition. The common interpretation of this postulate 
is that 11 if eque.ls are subtracted from equals, the results 
are equals. 11 Yet, let the reader note that the systeu, uu 
to this point , does not include the operation of subtraction. 
A more convenient symbolism to express the postulate 
b1 • b2 , here ~ means 
'implies • or 1 if ••• , then• . 11 
CP-5: There is one and only one element z in K such that 
z e z = z. 
This postulate est blishes the identity element with 
respect to addition . (Here the author ' s postulational 
statement differs fro 1 that of Huntington 's set . ) 
CD-1: If there is only one such ele1ent ~' this unique 
element is c lled the ~ element of the system. 
Our first definition\ 
CP-6: For every element a in K there is an element a 1 in 
K, such that a e ' = z, where z is the zero ele ent . 
If there is no zero ele.ent in the syste., postulate 
six becomes neaningless- de ands nothing . e say that 
every system that contains no zero ele ent satisfies this 
postulate "vacuously . 11 si.ilar rem rk applies to several 
7 
of the other postulates . 
CD-2: If this element a ' is uniquely deter ined by a , it 
is called the opposite of ~' and is denoted by -a. 
The reader ay easily see that a 1 ~ be uniquely 
deter.ined . The fourth , fifth, and sixth postulates , hen 
co 1bined , indicate t Lis . Suppose t hat a1 ' is sor. e element 
different fron a' and satisfies CP-6 . Then e a• = a e a1 • 
~ a' = a.1 •. But this is contradictory~ ( Here, use is be-
ing made of a rule of logic , L-7, which appec>.rs later in 
the chapter.) 
Any system (K, e ) that satisfies these qostulates 1-6 
is called an Abelian group with respect to the operation, ~ . 
CP-7: If a and b are elements of K, then a 0 b is an ele1 ent 
of K, called the product of the elements a and b . 
Stated symbolic .lly, (a, b i h K) ---+ ( a 0 b in K) . II If 
the statement enclosed on the left is true , then the state-
ment on the right is true . " Where it is possible , the 
postulates will be stated in the above symbolism along with 
the verbal st ter ent . In the theorems in the following 
chapter extensive use will be .1::~de of symbolism; in fact , 
in the preceding chapter much use of it will be noted. 
Postulate seven is the closure property with respect 
to mul tiplic· .tion . 
CP-S : In K, a o b = b 0 a . 
This is the commutative property with respect to 
8) 
multiplication. The product of any two elements in K is 
independent of the order of mul tiplicBtion . 
CP- 9: In K, (a e b) 0 c = a G ( b (!) c ). 
This is the associ tive property with respect to 
ultiplication. The product of a and b ultiplied by c 
- - -
equals a ultiolied by the product of b and c . Note that 
- - - -
the statement is not that (a e b) 0 c = a 0 b e c, more fre-
quently stated ( a,b) c = abc . 
CP- 10 : InK, if a "' b = a 0 b1 , nd a is not zero , then 
b ::; bl . 
Stated symbolically , in K, a e> b = a e b1 ~ b = b1 , 
when a f: z. 
This is the cancellation-~-the-left property with 
respect to multiplic .tion. The genere.l usage is that 11 if 
equals are divided by e uals , the results are e4ual , pro-
vided there is no division by zero ." The statement bove 
is ore li ited than the latter , and a comi ent si ilar to 
that concerning OP- 5 could be made here . 
CP-11 : In , a 0 (b Et c )= (a e b) ~ (a a c ). 
This is co· lonly cal led the distr ibutive ~· Note 
that the above demands distribution on the left only . 
CP- 12: There is one and only one elel!lent u in K, different 
fro zero , such that u 0 u = u . 
Here the postulational state ent differs froo Bunting-
ton ' s set , \hie~ has been adopted . 
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CD-3: If tnere is only one such element u, this unique 
ele ent is called the ~ ele.u ent of the system. 
Unity (1) and its unique property is no in our 
syste • 
CP-13 : For every element ~ in K, provided ~is not zero , 
there is an eleuent /a inK, such that a o /a = u, where:!:!. 
is the unit-ele1ent. 
CD-4: If this ele ent /a is uniquely deterained by~, it 
is called the reciprocal of ~, and is denoted by 1/a or 
- 1 ( ) a provided a is not zero • 
Postulates ten , t welve , and thirteen readily com-
bine to show that fa is uniquely determined by a, provided 
a is not zero . Postulates twelve and thirteen a.re to multi-
-
plication what postulates five and six are to addition . 
Any system (K , ~, 0, ) that satisfies these postulates 
1-13 is called a field with respect to the operations $ and 
0 . 
The following postulates concern the class C and the 
relation , < • Consideration is now taken of the class of 
11 real 11 points and the relation of order . {ote that this 
relation of order is not applied to K, but to C, a sub-
class of X. The reader is no doubt aware that with numbers 
containi1g "imaginaries" there is no such thing as order, 
no such thing as 11 less than .. " 
B 
CP-14: If ~ and ~ are elements of c, and ~ is not equal 
to £,, then either a < b or else b < a. 
Symbolically, (a,b in C),(a ~b) ~ (a < b) v (b < a). 
The comma between parentheses indicates "and". nvn means "or" 
' 
i.e., either a < b or b < a is true, but ~ consideration is 
I given to the possibility that both may be true. We are not 
concerned with the truth value of the latter in this paper. 
OP-15: In o, if a < b, then .! is not equal to :2_. 
Symbolically, (a,b in C),(a <b) ~ (a;: b). 
CP-16: In 0, if a < b, and b <. o, then a < c. 
Symbolically, (a,b,c in O),(a < b),(b < c) ____,. (a <. c). 
CP-17: (Dedikind 1 s Postulate). If U is any (non-empty) 
subclass in c, and if there is an element .£ in 0 such that 
a. < c for every element .! in M, then there is an element ~ 
in c having the following properties with respect to the 
subclass U: ( 1) if ~ belongs to M, then a < x, or at most 
a = x; ( 2) if x2 is any element of C such that ~ < x, then 
there is at least one element .!. in l! such that x2 <. a.. 
As an aid in understanding this postulate, consider 
C as a. continuum. "(1)" would be given by the following 
pictorial device. 
( 1) a. ,:. c c:_____ ----~ I I ~ 
Here ~ may move to the left to A, .! to the right to 
A. Always a < x or a = x in any subclass, M, in 0. 
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( 2) ~--------- ------·-~ ~ 
Here x is at A, the upper bound ry of 
there exists an a in such that x2 < a . 
-
This postulate establishes a linear continuum . 
CD-5: If this ele ent x is uniqu~ly determined by the 
subclass , it is called the upper limit of 
The following two postulates serve to connect the 
relation, <, with the operation • and 0 : 
CP-15: i thin the class C, if x < y , then a a x < a e y . 
Symbolically, (x , y , a in C) , (x < y) ----. (a e x <. a e y) . 
If unequals are added to e uals , the results are un-
equal in the same order . 
ithin the class a, if z < a and z < b , CP-1.9_: here z is 
-
the zero element, then z < a e b . 
Symbolically , in C, ( z <. a) , ( z < b) --...,. ( z < a e b) . 
ore simply, the product of two positive numbers is 
a positive number . 
The following postulates concern the clc~ss C <md the 
opere tiona CD and 0 : 
CP-20: If a is an ele ent of C, t~en a is an ele ent of K. 
A 11 real 11 point belongs to t e class of points in 
5 eneral . 
CP-21 : he class C contains at least two ele ents . 
Previous to t~is at te~ent all postulates containing 
B' 
reference to elements in 0 have been conditioned or have 
accepted existence of elements. Now we know that there 
are two elements in C, and upon these .!!!2_ we may build a 
system of an infinite number of elements. This postulate 
is absolutely necessary. We must have some such assertion 
to begin at all. If the reader will hearken back to chapter 
three, he will note that the Exception-criteria under Type I 
allows this postulate to be a principle. 
CP-22: If .! and :E. belong to 0, and have a sum a e b, then 
a b also belongs to 0. 
Symbolically, (a, b in 0) ~ (a (I) b in C). 
The sum of two 11 real 11 numbers is a 11 real 11 number. 
OP-23: If.! belongs to 0, and has an opposite, a', (-a), 
then a' also belongs to 0. 
Symbolically, (a in C)~ (a1 in C). 
If a 11 rea.l" number has a negative, the negative is 
a 11 real 11 number. 
CP-24: If .!. and :E. belong to 0 and have a product, a c::J b, 
then a b belongs to o. 
Symbolically, (a, b in C) ~ (ae b in C). 
The product of any two "real" numbers is a 11 real11 
number. 
CP-25: If ~ belongs to 0, and has a reciprocal, /a, then 
fa also belongs to c. 
8.) 
Algebraically , (a in C) ---+ (/a in C) , when a F z 
The reciprocal of any 11 real 11 number , except zero 
(see CP-13) , is a 11 real 11 number . 
These six postulates , 20- 25, toge~her ith postu-
lates 1- 13 , make the class C, like the class K, a 11 field 11 
with respect to 0 and ~ . 
CP- 26 : If K is a "field" there is an element j in K such 
that j 0 j = - u , where - u (u ' ) is the opposite of the unit-
element . 
This establishes the "imaginary" unit . 
CD-6 : If there are two (and only two) such elements , 1 
and - j (j ' ) , either of them may be called the "imaginary 
unit 11 of the system. 
This establishes Y-1 and .:V-1 in our system. 
CP-27 : If and C are 11 fields 11 and K contains an "imaginary 
unit" j , then for every a in X: , there are elements x and 
- - -
in C , such that x E.l) ( j 0 y) = a . 
These postulates , 1- 27 , form a complete set of postu-
lates for the lgebra of complex quantities . 
The reader , here , nay coine to the conclusion that 
the above system of postulates is the only one possible for 
the algebra of complex numbers . Huntington says that "it 
must not be supposed ••• that the set of postulates [ bove] 
is the only possible set of postulates for the algebra in 
question . On the contrary , a wide ran§: e of choice is 
2 possible. 
The reader may ask himself at this _oint whether or 
not these postulates are principles according to the cri-
teria set up in chapter three . Yes, they are L Every pos-
tulational statement satisfies the criteria establisl ed 
for assumed- type principles . Each of the postulates above 
satisfies 1 , except OP- 21 which satisfies the Exception 
under 1 . 
However , it will be noted that many of these principles 
were not found in the analysis of texts . ~~hy the omission? 
In many cases these principles had been learned in prior 
mathematical training , and hence the author of the text 
probably omitted the as obvious . For instance , no stateillent 
that u e u = u ( lxl = 1) was found . It a!)pears that in such 
a case a textbook author is justified in omitting a prin-
ciple similar to t his . But not all principles omitted in 
the texts should have been omitted under this type of reason-
ing . In other cases the W7iters omitted the above- listed 
principles (postulates ), because they had been taught pre-
viously , but only for subclasses of co plex numbers . Should 
it be expected that the students bridge the gap between such 
subclasses and the classes , C and K? This , no doubt , makes 
for an illogical presentation of algebra to the students . 
' f.'. 
2 Huntington , ££• cit ., p . 190. 
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Do the students feel that the distributive law (CP-11) 
holds for all oot.aplex nur.1bers when the only ti11e they tneet 
this law is when they are acquaintec with only ra,tional 
numbers? This, indeed, is food for thought on the part of 
the algebra teachers . Of course, this principle was found 
in the texts , but it serves to illustrate the point men-
tioned . One which was not found, however, was CP-15 and 
the latter is an excellent exwnple of this category. The 
following postulates were found (not always in the ex::~.ct 
form as presented in the preceding pages) in the texts 
analyzed: CP-2, CP-3, CP-4, CP- 5, CP-6, CP-S, CP-9 , CP-10, 
CP-11 , CP-13, CP-18, CP-19, CP-26, and CP-27. 
II. RULES OF LOGIC 
In addition to the postulates there is a group of 
assumptions which are ba.sic to all mathematics. The 
presentation above concerned itself with the existence-type 
postulates . The investigator now concerns hiillself with 
the assumptions of the accepted rules of procedure , often 
called exioills . The latter are generally accepted in any 
science and hence treated separately from the existence-
type postulates , which are only for the science of the 
algebra of complex nwubers . It is not necessary , however , 
to show such a distinction . 
.!!::!,: A statement or its negative is always true . 
8-l 
11 There is or isn•t. 11 A symbolic example is the 
following: (a= b) v (a ~ b) is always true. 
L-2: A statement and its negative are never ~. 
A symbolic example is that (a • b),(a ~b) are never 
true. 
L-3: [f(a1 ,b1 ,c1 , ••• ) is true] ,(a1 = a2) ~ 
[ f(a2 ,b1 ,c1 , ••• ) is true] . 
This is the rule of substitution. Equals may be 
substituted for equals. 
L-4: (a ~ b) , ( b __._. c) ~ (a ~ c). 
Implication is transitive. If A implies £, and b 
implies ~' then A implies £• 
The following are some rules of equality: 
L-5: a = a. 
A thing equals itself. 
L-6: (a= b) ~ (b = e.). 
L-7: (a • b),(b =c) ~(a= c). 
Things equal to the same thing are equal to each other. 
L-S: (1) (a= b)~ (a &c = b e& c). 
(2) (a • b)~ (a Go= b <?l c). 
L-9: ( a 1- b) ~ ( a te c ~ b «> c) • 
The last two rules of logic above may be severely 
questioned, but they are inserted as separate rules of logic 
I so that the author may expedite parts of the system of proof. 
Note that the two oases in L-g are the converses of 
CP-4 and CP-10. If the same thing is added to or multiplied 
by equals, the results are equal. 
In L-9, if the same thing is added to unequals, the 
results are unequal in the same order. The second implica-
tion is its converse. 
ll Are these rules of logic principles? Yes, though 
one may have to restate L-1 and L-2 to obtain a relation-
ship of implication of the type, P implies Q. (The author 
presents them in the manner in which he has to emphasize 
their striking nature and not to make a statement fulfilling 
II the criteria of a principle. It is certainly no task for 
the reader to restate these axioms so as to conform to the de-
sired pattern.) A slight effort will convince the reader 
that these axioms are algebraic principles, and hence the 
subject is dropped forthwith. 
Which of these axioms were found in the texts analyzed? 
A glance at the checklist in chapter four will show the reader 
that L-5, L-6, L-7, and L-g are among the collected set of 
algebraic principles. The rule of logic which is most glar-
ing among the missing is L-3. True, examples of its use 
were found, but the exact nature of the axiom appeared very 
cloudy, and for this reason was omitted. The implication 
was weak and the manner of its exact use often interwoven 
with L-7. 
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Is uroof necessary? Is it necessary to prove t hese 
assumed- type principles? No , in fact , as has been mentioned 
before , we cannot prove them , because t hey re t he building 
structure of the subject . 
9 ·-
C:t PTER VI 
A SYSTEM OF PROO 
In this chapter proof for all princi~les of Type II 
will be presented. All principles found in the checklist in 
Chapter IV beginning with P-20 belong to t~ e latter type. 
Tile ord er of sequence will be identical to the order of list-
ing in t Le checklist, with additional theorems inserted from 
time to tiae. The author will label all s theorems (with 
a. T followed by a number indic? ting the posit ion). In addi -
tion, ?11 those theorens whi ch appear as pr incinles in Ch p-
ter IV will be :.aarlced with a P follo\ved by a number corre-
sponding to the arking in t he checklist. 
'~by does t he author desire to L1ser t ore theorems? 
For several reasons. First, in some cases t hese t heorems 
are needed to prove so ne of our principles. econd, tLe 
aut1or feels th< t most of the theorens wi+l be of interest 
to tle re der . Third, wost of t he t heorems inserted fulfill 
t he criteria of a.n algebr ic principle , yet they a.re not 
found in the texts. ( any .re assumed as co. non kno ledge 
by textbook writers .) 
'l'he au t ho r wi 11 also follow two gener, 1 ped, gogi cal 
princi)les of Young . 
No FORMAL definition of ~.ny term should be biven 
9? 
t 1at cannot be defined inter s of iQe~s obviously siu~ler 
than tre ter--to be defined. 
No FO L uroof of any prouosition should be 
~nich seers obvious tO tne pupil without oroof-.-1 
In the 1 tter steteaent the aut or will consi ·er the 
re der to be the "pupil", Fnd even thou~h ny of the ropo-
sitions proved will be well- known, these Jropositions ill 
be proved unless the proof itself is obvious . Theore111S f~ll-
ino- into the 1 tter class will be colled "trivial theore s. 11 
The re der , y feel that so Je :)roofs which will ppe r re 
unnecess?.ry, but be r in nind that this tre"'tu1ent is to be 
rigorous, .nd th· t too w ny omissions ~ ight detract frol t e 
structure of l gebr a . Proofs which are onitted can be very 
si1 ply supJlied by t e re~der . All t heore=s will hold for 
the class _, unless stcted otherwise . 
g : , b in K 
Proof : 
I \ 
1 . y T OF P OOF 
e b 1 in K. 
( ,b inK) ~ ( ,b,b ' in ) 
~ ( c $ b' in K) ED. 
T-2: a,b inK ~ a o /b inK, when b f z. 
Proof : 
----
( 1) CP-6 
( 2) CP-1 
( , b in K) (a,b,/b in X), hen b ~ z. (1) CP-13 
1 Jorn .esley Young , 
nd Geometry (Ne• York: The 
9 
li 
(a o j b in ) ' ben b :f z ED. (2) OP-7 
T-3: (P- 20 ) In K, a = b ~ a' = b l. 
Proof : 
In K, = b (1) yp . 
z = z ( 2) L-5 
8. $ I = b e b • (3) CP-6,1-7 
' - b ' ED. ( 4) L-3,CP-4 
T- 4: zt = z. 
Proof : 
ED I 
- z (1) CP- 6 
z ~ z == z (2) CP-5 
a e a • = z ~ z ( 3) L-7 
let z, then a ' ;:: zt ( 4) T- 3 
z e z • = z e z (5) L-3 
zl 
- z ED. ( 6) CP-4 
I T-5: I I = 
I 
I 
Proof : 
b ~b · = z (1) CP-6 
let b ~ I 
" I $ 1 I = z ( 2) L-3,T-3 
a e ... 1 
- z CP-6 
1 c9 R = z CP-2 
a' • 1 ' = ' e ( 3) L-7 
I I 
= ( 4) CP-4 
ED. 
I 
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In K, 
Proof : 
z e z = z 
(z e z) t& =z e a 
z e ( z $ ) = z e . 
z e a = 
a ~ z = 
e z= 
T-7: ( P - 2 2 ) I n K, ( a tB b) $ c 
nd z $ = a . 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
~!(.ED. (5) 
= a e ( b @c) ::: (b e c) e a 
= a e (c a b) = (c e b) e 
s (a e c) e b = b e ( a a~ c) 
::: ( c te a) & b = b $ ( c E9 "') 
- 0 @ ( $ b) = ( e b) ~ c 
= 0 0 (b ~ ) ::: ( b e a) $ 0 
ED. 
CP- 5 
L-S 
CP-3 
CP .... 4 
CP-2,1-7 
(1) CP-3, 
(2) CP-2. CP-2, 
( 3) 
L-3. 
CP- 3 , 
CP-2. 
( 1• ) CP-2 
' 
(5) L-3. CP-3, 
( 6) 
CP-2. 
CP-2, 
L-3. 
D-7: In K, a e b e c = (a e b ) <& c. 
T1 .. e aut __ or here fter s sumes t ne exte_ sio'1s of T-7 
nd 7 to any number of terms. 
T- 8 : (P-24) In K , (x ~b = ) 
Proof : 
X $ b = 
(x e- b) ~ b 1 = r $ b 1 
X $ (b q, b 1 ) = $ b l 
b ~ b 1 = z 
x e z • x 
( x = a ~ b 1 ). 
(1) r Y • 
(2) L-S 
( 3 ) CP-3, L-7 
(4) CP-6 
(5) L-7 
( 6) T-6 
g;, 
X= A e b 1 
' D-S: In K, ( c = b - a) = ( c = b E!l a • ) • 
T-9: In K,(b e • b1~ a.) ~ b • b1 • 
I 
Proof: 
b e a • b1~ a 
b $ a • a ~ b 
b 1 ED a • a ~ b1 
a EP b•a e b 1 
b- bl 
T is is cancellation-on-the-right 
, a.ddi tion. 
T-10: (P-25) In K,a - b = a Qb'. 
Proof: 
Let X= - b 
X= $ b 1 
a - b = $ b 1 
Cor T-10.1 (Corollary) InK, - b' ~ a e b. 
Trivi 1. 
T-11: (P-25) In , - a • z. 
Proof: 
fl $ 1 = - a 
ED. (7) L-7 
( 1) Hyp. 
CP-2 
CP-2 
( 2) L-7 
~ED. (3) CP-4 
with respect to 
ED. 
(l) D-S 
(2) L-7 
(1) CP-6 
( 2) T-10, 
L-6 
a - a ,.. z ED. (3) L-7 
T-12: (P-26) In -.{, a - z = a. 
-
Proof: 
9 ) 
j 
e e z = 
zt = z 
~ e z' = 
a - z = a ED. 
1T 13: (P-27) In ,z - a - a '. 
Proof : 
a ' e z e. ' 
z $ ?.' - a. ' 
• 
z - a =z dl ' 
z - a jiOl a 1 
-14: ( -29) In ,( a = c) 
D. 
(a - b = c - b) . 
Proof: 
( = c) (a ~ d = c e d) 
let b 1 = d 
(a- c)~ (a (9 b ' = c e b ') 
(a. • c) (a - b = c - b) ED. 
T-15: In K,(a = b) ~ (c e a ::: b Ee c). 
InK,(. =b) (c e = c ~ b) . 
Proof : 
•b~a @ C=b G C 
e e c=c ~ a 
a = b ~ C EP =b Ell O 
b EB c=c e b 
a=b ~c ~ a -c ~ b ED . 
( 1) T-6 
T-4 
( 2) 1-3 
( 3) T-10,1.-7 
( 1) T-6 
( 2) CP.-2 
T-10 
(3) 1-7 
(1) 1-S 
(2) 1-3 
(3) T-10,1-3 
(1) L-g 
CP-2 
(2) 1-7 
CP-2 
( 3) 1-7 
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T-16: In K,b - = (a 1 - b 1 ). 
-
Proof: 
b - ~ ::; b e I ( 1) T-10 
~ ' e z = f! l T-6 
Z $ pi = a ' CP-2 
b - e = b e (z e I ) (?) L-3 
b _ ..., = ( z Ql ··) ~ .b ( 3) CP-3 
b l I 
- b T-5 
b - a = ( z 8 I ) ~ b ll ( 4) L-3 
b - a = z e ( 1 EB b ") (5) CP-3 
a ' - b 1 = ' ED J--1 T-10 
b - = z & (a1- b 1) (b) 1-3 
b - a ""' 1- b l D. ( 7) T-6,1-7 
T-17: In K,(b - e) = (a. - o) l. 
-
Proof : 
a e a ' = z (1) CP-6 
b e b 1 = z CP-6 
b l I = b T-5 
(a e r 1) e (b 11 e b 1) = z (f) z (2) 1-3,1-S 
e ( ' e b 11 ) • b 1 = z e z ( 3 ) T-7,D-7 
'Extension 
e ( 1& b ") • b ' 
- z ( 4) CP-5,1-7 
(e 1e b 11 ) e P e b 1 = z (5) T-7, 7 Extension ( 1 e b") e (::~. e b 1 ) = z ( 6) D-7, T-7 
( 1 $ b 11) = z e (a G b 1) 1 ( 7) T-S 
z ~ (P <a b ')' = ( ~ b l) I T-6 
( 1 e b ") := ( ~ b ')' 
- b = a e b ' 
( · ~ b ") =( - b) ' 
(b' • ~ a ') =( a - b)' 
b 1 I ;:: b 
b - =b e a. • 
(b - 8) = ( - b)' 
T-1g: ( -29) In , a 1 e b' ""( a E& b) 1 • 
Proof : 
a $ a ' = z 
( e a 1 ) ~ ( b E& b 1 ) = z ~ z 
a $ (a. 1 @ b 1 ) ~ b- z ~ z 
(f' 1 $ b 1 ) ~ (b CD a) ;:: z <& z 
Z 0 Z = Z 
(a 1 e b') $ (a $ b) = z 
a 1 e b ';::: Z Q) (a e b) ' 
Z $ (b @ .) 1 (a e b) ' 
a 1 Ee b 1 = (a $ b)' 
T-19: In ,a o (b - c);::: (a o b) - c. 
Proof : 
e (b - c)= $ (b - e) 
a $ (b - c)=a ~ (b c 1 ) 
a c& (b - c) = (a <9 b) te c 1 
(a $ b) - c = (a ~ b) $ c 1 
E • 
ED. 
(8) L-7 
T-10 
(9) L-7 
(10) CP-2,1-7 
T-5 
T-10 
(11) L-7 
( 1) CP-6 
CP-6 
(2) L-g,L-7 
(3) T-7,D-7, 
CP-2 
( 4) T-7, 7 
CP-5 
(5) L-7,CP-2 
( 6) T-g 
T-6 
(7) L-7 
(1) L-5 
(2) T-10,1-3 
( 3) CP-3 
T-10 
9 
ffi (b - o) = (a <B b) - o ED. 
T-20 : (P- 30) In ~ , a - (b -o) =( a - b) ~ c. 
rool : 
In .. { , a - ( b - o) ;:: a - ( b - o) 
a - (b - o)-= (f) (b - c)' 
- (b - c) = a ~ (c - b) 
a E& (c - b) = (p ~ c) - b 
- (b - e)=( ~ c) - b 
("' e c) - b = (" e o) .e b ' 
- (b- c) = ( a e c) $ b 1 
a - (b - c) = ("' ED b 1 ) e c 
a - ( b - o) = ( a - b ) $ c .i;!;D . 
T-21 : In K,( r - b) E!' (c - d) = ( a <B c) - (b <e d) . 
roof : 
In K,(c - b) e (c - d) = ( - b) e (c - d) 
a - b = e b 1 
c - d = c ~ d 1 
(" - b) E9 (c - d) ... (c ~ b 1 ) e (o e d ') 
(c - b) $ (o - d) = (P ~ c) ~ (b 1 ~ d 1 ) 
b 1 e d 1 =(b e d) ' 
(a - b) s (c - d) = (o. Et c) e (b <& d) 1 
( "'1 ct o) - ( b E& d) = C. ~ c) & ( b $ d) ' 
( - b) (o - d) = c~ e c) - (b Et\ d ) 
D. 
(4) L-3 
( 1) 1-5 
( 2) T-10,1-7 
(3) T-17,1-3 
T-19 
( 4) L-7 
T-10 
(') L-7 
(6) T-7 
(7) T-10,1-3 
( 1) L-5 
T-10 
T-10 
(2) L-3 
(3) T-7, u- 7 
2xtension 
T-18 
( 4) L-3 
T-10 
(5) L-7 
T-2 .... : (P- 31) I n ,( a.- b) - (c - d) = (ae d) - (b ~ c). 
J ) 
11 
Proo 
In .. , (? - b) - (c - d) ;:: ( - b) - (c - d) ( 1) 
a - b = a e b ' 
a - b) - ( c - d) = ( ~ b 1 ) - (c - d) ( 2) 
( - b) - ( c - d) = (a e b 1 - c) 6l d ( 3) 
( - b) - (c - d) = (fl ~ b ' ~ c') a d ( 4) 
( - b) - (c - d) = ( e d) EB (b' at c 1 ) ( 5) 
b ' e c' = (b e e)' 
( - b) - ( c - d) = ( . c& d) ~ (b ~ c) ' ( 6) 
( - b) - ( c - d) = (. . e c) - (b ~ c) ( 7) 
ED. 
T-23: (P- 32) In. ,( a • d = b e e) ( a - b = c - d) . 
Proo:t : 
In , (a • · = b e c) ___, ("' e d -= b e- c) 
~ (a = (b e c) e d ' ) 
(e.= b e (c <& d. 1 )) 
~ (a= (c ct d 1 ) e b) 
--4 ( a • b I ) : ·( 0 <9 d I ) 
-4> ( - b) ... (c - d) 
ED. 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
L-5 
T-10 
L-3 
T-20 L- 3 , , 
T-7 
-10 , 1-j 
T-7 
T-1~ 
L- 3 
T-10,1-3 
L-6 
CP-3 
CP- 2 
T-S,L-6 
T-10,1-7 
The proof of the converse is omitted . Tne proof fol -
1o s ith t he ste. s reversed in T-23 . This t heore per1its 
tr, _nsoosi tion on both sides of tt.e equatio . Other C"'Cles .ay 
be co~sidered by xtension . The uthor here fter ( ssumes 
t h e Extension 001. p1eted wd lllake s use of it . 
1 
T-24: (P-33) In K,(a e b) e c = a 0 (b 0 c) = (b a c) <:> a (1) 
= a e (c 0 b) = (c c::> b) G a (2) 
:=- (a 0 c) o b = b 0 (a 0 c) {3) 
- (c o a ) o b = b o ( c 0 ) ( 4) 
= c e (a e b) = ( 0 b) 0 c (5) 
= C0 (b 0 P) = (b 0 P) e c (6) 
ED. 
D- 9 : In K, 0 b 0 c = ( a 0 b) o c . 
T-25: In ~ , e. = b ~fa= /b, when ,b fa z. 
Proof: 
In X, = b 
u = u 
(1) Fyp . 
(2) L-5 
OP-9 
OP-~ 
OP-~ 
L-3 
OP-9 
OP-~ 
OP-~ 
L-3 
OP-9 
OP-b 
OP-3 
L-3. 
e /a = b 0 /b, wnen a, b f: z 
a o / s = a 0 /b, ben fl , b :f: z 
(3) OP-13,1-7 
(4) L-3 
I /b, hen .,b .,. z "<.ED. ( 5) OP-10 
T-2b: /u = u. 
Proo:t: 
fl e/ = u, hen a f. z ( 1) OP-13 
U G U = U OP-12 
a <::> / = u u (2) L-7 
let c = u, then /u = 1~ T-25 
u 0 ju=u 0 u ( 3) L-3 
fu = u ED. ( 4) OP-10 
T-27: (P-31,-) In ,// = a, ·hen a :f: z. 
Proof: 
If' . 
II 
In : , b 0 /b = u , when b = z 
let b = /a , then /b = / / , 
when b,/ . f: z 
/ !l. 0 //· = u , when / a :/= z 
a 0/ a = u , when a r z 
/ a <:> a = u , \' f!e a F z 
/ a 0 / / = / <: 0 u, e a ,/ ,. 
/ / a = a , when f: z 
T- 28 : (P- 35) I n , a u = a . 
Proo..~. : 
I n K , u 0 a. - :; • 
In ·~ , u a u = u 
(u e u ) <=> = u a a 
u e (u o r) = u e 
u e = a 
e u = a 
(1) CP- 13 
T- 26 
(2) L.-3 
CP- 13 
CP- 8 
z ( 3) L-7 
E • ( 4) CP-10 
( 1) CP- 12 
(2) L-8 
( 3) CP- 9 
( 4 ) CP- 10 
ED. (5) CP- 3 , 1- 7 
T- 29 : (P- 36) In :C , ( x e b = a) ~ ( x = a o / b) , w:nen b :f. z . 
Proof : 
In 
' 
x e b = a ( 1) Hyp . 
( x Gb) e /b = a 0 /b , when b f z ( 2) L- u , CP- 13 
x <=> (b s /b) = (!J / b ' v 1.en b r. z (3) CP- 9 
b 0 / b = u , v nen b f z CP-13 
X 0 U = · . e /b , v hen b ,. z ( 4) L-7 
X = a a /b , when b r z (5) T- 23 
D. 
lf 
D-10: In -. ,(c;:: r-/b) = (c == 0 / b) , vhen b r z. 
T- 30: (P-37) In K , c = a./ b ~ c 0 b = , when b :f z . 
Tl is st te~ent is the converse of T-:9 . The roof 
is o~itted bec~use it ·sa . rent . 
-31: In :'" ,( b " ~ = b 1 e a) ~b = b1 , vhen ~ f: z . 
Proof : 
In K,b 0 = b 1 e a 
b a a = a o b 
b1e ... = a e b 1 
a 0 b = a 0 b 1 
b 
- bl , w __ en a F z 
T-32: In , e/b = a 0 / b , w nen b r z. 
Proof : 
Let c = a 0 / b , when b tf z 
c = a / b , ~hen b ~ z 
a /b = a 0 / b, when b :f z 
1::22,: In K, ... //b = a 0 b , .len b F z. 
Proof : 
In K , / c = a 0 / c, when c r z 
let o- / b , then /c = //b , when 
P./ /b = 0 j / b , v.hen/b r z 
/ /b = b , ""- en b :f z 
a / /b = a Q b , when b 'f z 
ED. 
ED. 
(1) yp . 
CP-S 
CP-S 
( 2) L-7 
(3) CP-10 
( 1) 10 
( 2) D-10 
ED. ( 3) L-7 
(1) T-32 
c ,/b F z T-25 
(2) L-3 
T-27 
(3) L-7, 
CP-13 
lf 
T-34: ( - 3S) I n K, / = u, when a f z . 
Proof : 
In ... , 0 / c = u , hen a 'f z 
a 0 / a = a/ a , when a f z. 
/ = u, wnen a f z 
T-35 : In ~ , , ju = a 
roof : 
In K, o u a 
/u = u 
o /u = a 
a/u = ,_ G/u 
e/u = a 
T-36: I n Y.. ,u/ =/, when a. rf z. 
Proof : 
In X, I = u, h en a Y. z 
o/ u, when -f z 
( o /a) o / = u o / P. , hen a F z 
.. 0/ <- = u, when f: z 
u 0 /a - u o / , hen f: z 
u 0/ = / a , w .Len 'f z 
u/ = / a , vhen a f z 
(1) CP-13 
T.-32,L-6 
I D. (2) L-7 
( 1) T-2S 
T-26 
( 2 ) L-3 
T-32 
ED.(3) L-7 
(1) T-34 
(2) CP-13 
( 3) L-8 
OP-13 
(4) 1--3 
(5) T-2S 
D. (o) T-32 
T- 37: (P-39)In:,(a e b )/b a. , whenb f:z. 
Proof : 
In ... , CJ ( b o /b) = a 0 ( b 0 / b) , 
Vihen b :f z 
(1) L-5,CP-13 
lf • 
( 0 b) 0 /b = 
I 
G ('b 0 /b), w en b f. z (2) CP-9 
( ~ e b) /b = 0 ( b Q / b) ' when b ;: z ( 3) T-32 
b «> /b 
- u, nen b f. z CP-13 
(a 0 b)jb = a a u , r.en b r z ( ) 1-3 
a u = a T-28 
( p 0 b )/b = 
' 
~hen b 'f z ED. (5) 1-7 
T- 3B : (P-40) In K , a = c ---t ( a/b = c/b), when b r z. 
Proof : 
In · , a .... c ~ a c::> d = c <:1 d 
let d = / b , w:r_en b F z 
( 1) 1-8 
CP-13 
a. = c ~ a a / b ;:: c (!) / b , 'hen b f: z ( 2) 1-3 
a = c ~ a/ b = c/b, when b F z 
ED. 
(3) T-32,1-7 
!:12,: (P-41) In { ,( a c:> b) e c ~ d ---)- = (d - c)/b, t.en b F z. 
Proof : 
In K,(D 0 b) e c 
- d ~ ( <D b ) • c = d ( 1) 1-6 
(a <:> bJ Et c = d ~ ~ <:> b = d C:B C 1 ( 2) T-8 
( e b) $ c = d = d - c ( 3) T-10,1-7 
(a <!l b) e c = d ( e e b ) /b = ( d - c) / b , 
when b F z ( 4) T-33 
(a. a b ) e c = d ~ = ( d - c)/b (5) T-37,1-7 
when b :f z 
ED. 
T- 4o : P- 42) In K, a /b = / b 0 , 'hen b r z. 
Proof : 
In K, a/b = a G/b, 11en b I= z ( 1) - 32 
I f 
a/b = /b Q , . hen b 'f. z 
T-41: In X, a = b ( c G = b Cl) c). 
I n K, fl = b (c e =c o b) . 
Proof : 
In K a = b ~ a c:::> c = b e c 
' 
e o c=c e a 
=b~(c <:> a = b e c) 
b <:> c = 0 0 b 
= b ~ ( c <;) ? = 0 0 b) 
T-42: In .. : ,b/ = (/a/ / b) , when .,b 'f. z. 
Proof: 
In K , b / ~ = b 0 / , when a '/: z 
b / ~ = b 0 ( u 0 / ) , when a 'f. z 
b 1 r . = C u s I ) 0 b , when a Ia z 
b/< = (u ~ / a )//b, when , b F z 
"t D. 
ED. 
b/ = J a//b , when a ,b ~ z ~E 
T-43: In K, b/ a = /( / b) , when a ,b ~ z. 
Proof : 
In K, a e / a = u, when a ~ z 
b <:> / b = u, hen b f z 
//b 0/b = u, w en b F z 
(a e / a) 0 (/Jb e j b) = u 0 u, w _en , b 'f: z 
a. 0 (/ e j /b) e jb = u 0 u, wh en a ,b 'f z 
a 0 ( /a 0 //b) 0 / b = u, w .en e , b f z 
(/ a 0 //b ) e ( 0 /b) = u, ,,..hen a , b '/: z 
(2) c - 8 ,1-7 
( 1) 1-8 
CP-8 
(2) 1-7 
CP-8 
(3) 1-7 
(1) T-32 
(2) T-28,1-3 
( 3) c - 8 
(4) T-3J,1-3 
(5) T-2S,L-3 
( 1) CP-13 
CP-13 
T-27 1-~ , 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
L-b, L-3 
T-24,D-9 
..txtension 
CP-12,1-7 
T-24 , D-9 
Extenoion 
I t 
( / 0 / /b) = u/ (a ~ /b), when , b f: z 
u/ ( o b ) = / ( a G /b) , when e , b fa z 
(I a ~//b) = I ( a G / b) , when , b f- z 
( / /b 0 / a) ::: / (a/b), wh en a , b F z 
b 0 /a) = /( /b), when a , b ~ z 
b / = b o /a, when a F z 
b/ = /( .j b ), when a.,b f. z 
ED. 
T-44: In ,/ e /b = /( a e b) , when a ,b :f. z. 
Proof : 
In K, a (!) / a = u , ~-hen a F z 
b 0 /b = u , v;·hen b ~ z 
( a /a) o (b e /b) = u 0 u, orhen a , b f: z 
a 0 (/a o /b) 0 b = u 0 u , hen , b :f. z 
<I a e /b) a c a a b ) = u 0 u, when , b r z 
( I a <.:> /b) 0 ( a G b) = u ' hen a ' b r z 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( El ) 
(9) 
( 10) 
(11) 
(12) 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5 ) 
T-29, T-32 
T- 36 
L-7,T-32 
OP-S ,L-7 
T- 21 L-7 
T- 32 
L-7 
OP-13 
OP-13 
L-S L-~ 
' "" 
T-24 , 
- 9 
T- 24 
OP-12,1-9 
( / c:l /b) = u <:> / (a 0 b) , when a , b ~ z (6) T-29 
u 0 / ( a 0 b) = I ( ... <:> b) , wnen a , b f: z 
I a 0 /b = I< " b ), hen a , b r z 
ED. 
(7) 
( 8 ) 
T- 36 
L-7 
T-45: (P- 43) In K, a e (b/o) =- (a. <:> b)/o , hen o ~ z . 
Proof : 
In r,b =b 
b/o • b/o , when o ~ z 
a 0 (b/o) = 0 (bjo) , hen c f: z 
(1) L-5 
( 2) T-38 
(3) T-41 
1 
c: O (o/c) = a 0 (b ~ /c), when c f. z 
a 0 (b/c) = Ca 0 b ) 0 jc, when c rf z 
(a 0 b) a /c • (a c::> b)/c , wh en c :f z 
Cl 0 (bjc) = (e o b)/c, :t en c f. z ED. 
T-46: In K , /(b/c) = (a/b) o c, h en b ,c 'f: Z ,; 
Proof : 
In , a/b = a/b , when b F z 
( a 0 /b ) = ( a <=> /b) , h en b 'f: z 
( a 0 /b) 0 c = ( a. 0 /b) G c , ~hen b f z 
( a. 0 /b) 0 // c = ( a 0 /b) 0 c , when b , c f= z 
a 0 ( /b 0 // c ) = ( 0 /b) 0 c , when b , c f. z 
/u o I I c = I (b 01 c) , ~ en b , c -F z 
a/ ( b 0 /c) = (a 0 / b) e c , :1en b , c f z 
a/ ( b/ c) = (a/b) 0 c, Vl11en b , c r z 
<.tE • 
( 4) T-32 
(5) CP- 9 
T-32 
( 6) L-7 
(1) L-5,T-32, 
L-7 (2) T-32 
( 3) L-8 
(4) T-27,1-3 
(5) CP- 9 
T-44 
(b) 1-7 
(7) T-27,1-3 
T- 47 : (P-44) In K, (a/b) <:l (c/d) = (c- Qc)/(b a d), wh en b,d 'f z. 
roof : 
In K,a/b = a/b , wh en b F z (1) L-5 T-~2 
' ~ ' 
c/d = c/d, when d F z (2) L-7 L-5,T-32, 
L-7 ( /b) 0 ( c/ d) = (~./b) 0 ( c/ d) , wh en b , d f. z ( 3) L- 8 
a/b - a c:J / b , wh en b f= z 
c/d - C G/d, wb en d 'f: z 
( /b) a ( c/ ) = ( 0 /b ) G ( c Q I d) ' 
when b , d -:f. 
(a/b) e ( c/d) :!= ( e c) e (/b <=> /d), 
wLen b , d r 
z 
z 
T-32 
T-32 
(4) L-3 
(5) T- 2l.L,D-9 
l l 
/b a /d = /(b <:> d), vthen b,d f: z 
(a/b) o (c/d) (a Gc) <:> /(b al d), 
w.c~en b , d =f z 
(a a> c) o /(b o d) - (a <:l c)f(b 0 d) , 
w ... 1en b , d f: z 
( /b) e (c/d) = (a 0 c)/(b o d) , 
W ... len b , d f Z 
E . 
T-44 
(6) 1-3 
T- 32,1-6 
(7) L-7 
T-4S: (P-45) In J; , (a/b)j(c/d) ;:: ( 0 d)/(b o c), ~en b,c,d 1: z. 
Proof : 
In :: , (a/b) -= ( a/b) , w en b 'f z 
(~/b)/c = ( /b)/c, \hen b ,c =f z 
( /b) o / c = ( a/b) 0 / c, when b , c F z 
(( ~/b) 0 /c) • ( a / b) G / c, when b , c f: z 
( ( a/b) o I c) 0 d = ( a 0 / b) o I c G d , 
, 11en b , c f z 
,r-. (fl/b) a (d e /c) = (a <:> d) s (/b e jc), 
hen b , c f z 
< "/b ) e < d 01 c) = (2 e d) <!) /(b e e), 
\Vhen b , c f z 
(a/b) 0 ( d/ c) = (a 0 d)j(b 0 c), 
when b ,c f z 
(a/b) <:> / ( c/ d) = (a <n d)/(b <:> c), 
when b ,c, d "f z 
(a/b)/( cfd) = ( a 0 d) /( b <:> c), 
W~1en b, c , a. F z 
ED •. 
( 1) L-5,T-32, 
( 2) L-7 T-3S 
( 3) T-32,1-7 
( 4) T-32 
(5) L-S 
( 6) CP-4 , CP- S 
T- 2 
Extensio 
( 7) T- 44 
(S) T-32 
(9) T- 43 ,1-3 
(10) T-32 ,1-7 
T-49 : In , ( e a = b e e) ~ ( /b = cjd), when b , d f. z . 
Proo :f : 
1 
In K,(ao d) -= (b 0 c) (a 0 d =b e e) (1) L-6,1-7 
( = (b e c) 0 /d), ( 2) T-29 
w.rren d f z CP-13 
~ ( = b e (c e /d)), 
wl1en d :.;. z 
( 3) CP-9 
~ ( - (c a /d) e b) , ( 4) CP- S 
w ... :en d 1= z 
( e C!J /b = c <t> I d) , 
when b,d 1= z 
( 5) T-?9 , 1-6 
(a/b = c/ d) , ( 6) T-32,1-7 
when b,d :;: z 
ED. 
T~e proof of the converse is o itted, and clec r1y 
is ot uch of a l.ent?.l exercise . The re--a.er will find T-30 
of tre endous help . 
-50: In C , ( a < z z <. I ) • 
Proof : 
In C,a <. z 
Z < Z ~ I 
z < I 
D-11: ab = a a b . 
-
T-51: (P-4-o) In C,z < R,z < b ~ z < a • b . 
Proof : 
In C, z < a 
~ED . 
(1) yp. 
( 2) CP-1&, 
CP-2 
( 3) CP-5,1-7 
(4) T-6,1-7 
(1) Hyp . 
(2) OP-lS , 
CP-2, L-3 
Hyp . 
1 
z < z E9 b T-6,1-7 
ED. ( 3) CP-16 
T-5 2 : ( P-4 7) In 0 , ( a , b < z ~ <B b < z) • 
Proo::' : 
In C, "'· < z 
e b < z e b 
b < z 
b $ Z < Z $ Z 
z ~ b < z 
e e b <.. z 
T-53: u• /u = u•. 
Proof : 
u ' = u 1 
u 1 • u 1 O u 
u 1 /u = u 1 
T-54: u'/u' = u. 
11 Proo f : 
II 
a/a = u , when a f z 
let a = u 1 
Does u 1 = z? 
u t: z 
u ~u ' F z tt u 1 
z r z ~ u ' 
z 'f: u ' 
u • /u' = u 
( 1) yp . 
(2) CP-18 , CP- 2 , 
1-3 
Hyp . 
CP-lu CP-2 
' ' 1-3 
CP- 2 CP-5 
' ' L-3 
ED. (3) CP-16 
( 1) 1-5 
( 2) T-2G, 1- 7 
ED. (3) T-29,~-10 
"{.ED. 
( 1) T- 34 
CP-12 
( 2) 1-9 
(3) CP- 6,1-3 
(4) T- w,1- 3 
(5) 1-3 
1 
This t heorem ay be called a coroll ry of -34. 
T-55 : u11 = u. 
Proof : 
1 • = a (l) T-5 
hence , u '' = u ED. 
Tnis tneore is aetu ~lly a coroll ry of T- 5. 
T-56 : u 1 u 1 = u = ul'. 
Proof : 
u/u' = u l 
' 
u• f: z 
u G/u 1 = u • 
u 1 /u' = u 
(u' /u 1 ) e /u' = u t 
u 1/u l = u ' u ' 
u = u 1 u 1 
when u 1 F z 
u 1 u 1 = u = u l 1 
Cor T- 56.1 (Corell ry) u 1 ~ u/u 1 • 
(l) T-36 
T-54(4) 
( 2) D-10 
T-54 
( 3) L- 3 
( 4) T-30 , ...;-ll 
(5) T-54 ,1-7 
ED. ( 6) L-o,T-55 
Tnis proof is o itted but follows re Rdily fro~ T- 56 . 
T- 57 : (P- 48) In K, ( ab 1 ) 1 = a.b . 
Proof : 
In K, a ( b - c) - a( b - c) 
(b - e)= a(b G e 1 ) 
let X = b - e = b <9 e I 
t i 9ll e 1 - X - b a X 4 b I 
(b - e) = e(b ED e 1 ) = b e c(X <B b 1 ) 
(l) L-5 
( 2) T-8, D- S 
T-e - S 
' 
(3) L-3,CP-ll 
1 
a( b - c) = a.( b E9 c 1 ) = ab ~ ax e b ' 
ax = ( b e c 1 ) 
a.(b e c1 ) - x - eb $ ab 1 
a( b e c 1 ) - x = z 
z = ab ~ ab ' 
z e ( ab 1 ) 1 = ab 
( ab 1 ) 1 = ab 
T-5S: b ' = ( a.b) I • 
Proof: 
R.C = ( ad 1 ) 1 
let b 1 = d ~ b ' • = d ' 
a"!:) I : ( ab I I ) I 
b l I = b 
b l : ( b) I 
T- 59: (P- 49) In K, a.(b - c) = c b - c. 
roof : 
e(b - c) = ( b - e) 
a(b - c) = (b e c 1 ) 
(b - c) = ab e ac 1 
?. c' = ( ac) 1 
(b - e) = ab e (ac)• 
a( b - c ) = e.b - ..., c 
T-oO: (P~50) I nK , b = a 1b 1 • 
Proof : 
(cd 1 ) 1 = cd 
ED. 
~D. 
ED . 
(4) CP-11 
bove 
(5) T-&,D-8 
(6) T-ll,L-3 
(7) L-7 
( 8) T-S 
(9) T-6,1-7 
(1) T-57 
T-3 
( 2) L-3 
( 3) - 5 
(4) L-3 
( 1) L-5 
( 2) t: 
( 3) CP-11 
( 4) T-5S 
(5) L-3 
( 6) D- S 
(1) T-57 
1 
let c = a 1 , then c' = a'' 
d = b '' then d ' = b'' 
(pI b l I ) I = ' b ' 
( ' b) ' = a ' b ' 
(a 1 b) 1 
-
(ba I) I 
b = b 
b • a 1 b 1 • ED. 
T-· ·1: I n X, ab 1 = 1 b . 
Proof : 
In Y , ac = a.' c' 
let c = b ', ten c' = b 11 = b 
b 1 = a 1b ED. 
T-62: (P-51) In K, az = z. 
Proof : 
In K , a.z = a (b - b) 
z = ab - ab 
az = z ~ED. 
T- 3: (P-52) I n K,z/a = z, hen a F z. 
Proof : 
i n K, az = z 
Z G = Z 
z = z/ a , v len I z .I.!.. D. 
T-3 
T- 3 
( 2) L-3 
(3) T-5 
CP-o , L- 11 
T-57 ,CP- 3 
( 4 ) L-7 
(1) T-60 
T-3,T-5 
(?) L- 3 
(1) L-5,T-ll, 
L-3 
(2) T- 59 
3) T-11, L-7 
(1) T-62 
( 2) CP-u, .,-11 
(3) T- 29,J-10 
In t.e postula tion 1 syste t here W?-s no sue: ooer-
~tion as division . T1is operPti on wa s introduced by D-10, 
e ei •l:.)lific .., tion 1 ea sure . It will .... e noted in t he 
1 
receding t~orems that t ere is no division by z, t he zero 
ele ent . Yet, t~ ere is no sue~ explicit stcte ent contained 
in t he list of t heorems and postul tes . However, CP-13 h s 
a stron i_nlic<tion to this effect , since it ~rovides t he 
system with the reciprocal-elements, except in the c~se of 
zero . T e follo ing t neore is inserted to brinv ole rly 
into focus t e -cypes of division excluded in our syste • 
~:Division of ny nu.r:ber different fro !. by z is im-
possible~ and ivision of!. by z is indeter.in te . 
Proo.L : 
.a) Let oe y eleaent di _ferent fro .!· 
Suppose c/Z is oossible , t~en /z = c, 
where c is so e ele ent in K. 
If a/z = o, ~hen a F z 
t hen B = cz 
Hyp . 
(1) T-30,L-6 
(2) T-62 
but a rf z, therefore c/z, vhen a "f. z is i roossib1e . 
(B) Let c oe ny e1e ent in K. 
In K, z = z ( 3) T-62 
? = z/z ( 4) D-11 , T- 29 , 
...-10 
t herefore zjz is indeter::1in te . ED. 
! T- 5 : (P-53) In K, ab ;:: z ~ (a. • z} v (b = z). 
I 
P .... oof: 
In b = z ( 1) - yp . 
(2) - 62 ,L-7 I < ) 
r 
let a F z, t~en ab = az = z. 
1 
_ence b = z . ( 3) CP-10, 11 
(B) let b ! z , then ab = bz = z . (4) T-62,1-7 
(5) CP-S b = zb 
= z . (6) T- 31 
Hence, in K, ab = z (c = z) V (b = z) . 
ED. 
It should be noticed t hat t he st te~ent here is not 
, t hat both !! and b equal z , tJ.1e zero ele.nent . 
II 
I· 
T-66: (P- 54) In C, , b < z 
Proof : 
In C,a < z,b < z 
z < a ' 
z < b 1 
z <. a ' b ' 
ab = a 1 b 1 
Z< b 
12 : 
-
(~ I ) t = a ' t. 
Z< b . 
Tnis has been apparent to t r1e 
(1) Hyp . 
( 2) T-50 
( 3) T- 50 
( 4) CP-19 
T-60 
ED. (5) L-3 
reader already. Its 
insertion le re is for si olification and clarific?tion in 
t he two t heorems which follow . 
D-13 : (Absolute Value) I I z < a ; if 
= { : : 1f 
a ' , if 
= z; 
< z. 
Two theorems will be proved by the introduction 
I 
of the idea of absolute value . The inportance of the 
concept to ninth-ye r ~lgebra students has led the aut~or 
to include a.s principles t~1e ethod of ,.d ~ing signed numbers . 
The ethod of subtr cting si 0 ned numbers is well st2ted in 
a previous t eorem , T-10 . 
T- 6 7: ( P- 5?) I n C, a < z < b, I bl < I al 
· -
Proof : 
In C,a < z < b, l bl<l . 
a Etb - a eB b 
= a•• e b 
= (a 1 ) ' $ b 
= 1 l ' e b 
= 1 al ' e b 1 ' 
= I al ' $ ( b ' ) ' 
= ( J la b')' 
=(I 1- o) ' 
a e b = ( la(-lbO• 
T-68: (P-56) In C, a < z < b,lal < \bl 
Proof : 
In C, < z < b, I al < l b \. 
a e b = a s b 
:: .1 J e b 
- (a') 1 e b 
= I a\ ' $l b l 
= l bl &I a l ' 
a e b = I b l - \ al 
a • b = (I al - I bO 1 • 
( 1) Byp . 
( 2) 1-5 
(3) T-5,1-3 
{4) D-12,1-3 
( ? ) -13 ,1-3 
(6) T- 5,1-3 
(7) J-12, 1-3 
( S ) T-18,1-7 
(9) T-10,1-7 
~ED. (10) D-13 ,1-3 
a. E9 b = (f b(- l I ) . 
E:C. 
( 1) Byp 
( 2) L- 5 
(3) T-5,1-3 
(4) .u-12,1-3 
(5) -13,1-3 
(6) CP-2,1-7 
(7) T-10,1-7 
1 
T-69: In C, z < u . 
· -
Proof : 
Choose any ele .. e t 
z < e 
z o / ~ G/a 
z < u 
~at,ED . 
(1) L-E: 
(2) T- 62,CP- 13, 
L-7 
Herewith are presented additional definitions . 
14: 0 = z. 
-
D-15 : l = u . 
D-16: a1 = a . 
l2::!.7.: a + b = a ~b . 
D-18: 2 = l + l . 
T.is ie extended to define 3, 4, ~' 
. . . ' etc . , the 
cl ss of positive whole nUmbers (n tural nu .. bers), , ·.icl 
will b e desi n ted by c11• Neg tive whole numbers ,rei-
nlied in edi,tely by t~e clcss , c11 (CP- 6) . Lett e follo -
ing Lege d be used to identify certain cl?sses of numbers . 
Of course so.e of t he cl . sses have not been identified yet, 
but will be s need for the occurs . 
K = coj)lex numbers. 
C = re 1 numbers 
c1 = ration l nmabers . 
o11 = natur l numbers . 
1 
012 = negative whole numbers . 
013 = positive fr::tction?l numbers . 
014 negative fraction .l number e. 
c2 = irrational numbers . 
D-19: a2 = a2Gl ~ al~l = aa. 
The implication ~bove i s that 2 G l = l + l . This can 
be shown very readily by the use of D-18, CP-12, and CP-ll . 
The aut .... or now assumes the extension of D-19 to ny 
number of fectors , t husly : 
n al _ 1+1+1 + • • • n terms an - a - a = a a D-19a: 
I 
• • to n factors , 
where n is in ell . 
T-70: (P~57) I n C,a < c a - b < c - b . 
Proof : 
In C,a < c ~ F! T' d <- c + d (1) CP-18,.- 13, 
L-7 
let b ' - d 
-
In C,a < c a + b ' " c Tb 1 ( 2) L-3 
Inc,~ ~ c - b <. c - b . ED. ( 3) T-10 D-1~ 
' .; 
T-71: In C, z < ~ 1 ~ a ~ z. 
Pxoof : 
(1) L-6,1- 7 
z + a < a 1 + a ( 2) L-8 , D-13 
a <. z ( 3) T-6,CP-6, 
D-13 
~ED . 
This theore is the converse of T-50 . It is worth 
notin, because o e tends to thin~ of a 1 s neg tive . 
T-72 : (P-58) In C,(z <. a),(b <. z) ~ b <. z . 
Proof: 
In C,b < z z < b 1 ( 1) T-50 
In C, ( z < e) , ( b < z) ( z < a), ( z < b 1 ) ( 2) L-4 Ext. 
---.1) z < ab 1 (3) CP-19 
~z < (b) 1 
~ ~b <. z 
!::.I2,: In C, <. z, b < z ~ < eb . 
Proof: 
In C, ~ < z, b < z ~ z < b 
<. z 
a < z, b < z ~ a ~ ab 
T-74: ( P-?9) In C, a <. c 
Proof : 
a - c < z. 
. . 
In 0," < c -----+ a <. c 
~ a- c < z 
.. 
!::12.: (P-60) In O,a < c , z <. b ~ ab ~ cb . 
Proof: 
In O,a <.. c ~ a- c <.. z 
z <. b,a - c <.. z ~b(a- c) <. z 
~ ab -be <. z 
( ab - cb) + cb ~ z + cb 
~ ~.b + ( ob - cb) <. z + cb 
( 4) T-58, L-3 
ED. ( 5) T-71 
( 1) T-66 
.yp . 
ED. (2) OP-16 
(1) L-6 
(2) T-70 
ED . (3) T-11,1-7 
(1) T-74 
(2) T-72 
(3) T-59,CP- S, 
D-11 
( 4) OP-1B,OP-2 
(5) T-7, D-7, 
L-3 
~ ab + z ~ cb 
z <. b, a - c < z ~ ab < cb 
a - c < z , if a < c 
z < b, a <. c ~ ab < cb. 
T-76: (P-61) In C,a < b ~ z < b - a. 
Proof: 
In C , a <. b ~ a - b < z 
~ z ~ (a - b)' 
~ z < b - a 
'1::11.: (P-62) In C, a < c, b <. z ~ cb < ab. 
Proof: 
Inc,a < c ~ z <. c - a 
b < z, z < c - a ~ b( c - a) <. z 
---+ cb - ab <. z 
QED. 
Q,ED. 
~ (cb - ab) + ab <. z + ab 
~ cb + (ab - ab) < ab 
~ cb + z <. ab 
~ cb <. ab 
z <. o - a, if a <. c 
a < o, b <. z ~ cb <. ab 
T-7§..: In C, z < ab, z < a ~ z <. b. 
Proof: In C, 
(A) If z = b ~ az = e.b 
__,. z • ab 
but z < ab 
"'ED. 
( 6) T-11,T-6, 
( 7) 
L-7 
T-6,1-7 
Above(1) 
(B) L-4 Ext. 
(1) T-74 
(2) T-50 
(3) T-17,1-7 
(1) T-76 
(2) T-72 
(3) T-59,CP-S 
( 4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
CP-1B,OP-?, 
D-11 
T-7, D-7, 
T-6 
T-11,1-3 
T-6,L-7 
Above(1) 
(B) L-4 Ext. 
(1) T-41 
(2) T-62,1-7 
Hyp. 
1 (.: . 
therefore z ; ab ( 3) CP-15 
hence z = b is impossiblel 
Since z ;: b, then either (b < z) v ( z < b). (4) CP-14 
(B) If b < z, then 
b < z, z < a ~ ab < z 
but z <. ab 
therefore b < z is impossible! 
(C) But (b < z) v ( z c:: b) must be true. 
Therefore in C,z < ab, z < a ~ z < b. 
ED. 
T-79: In C,z ~ b ___,. z < /b. 
Proof: 
In C, z < b 
Z < U 
z < b 0 /b, when b ~ z 
but z < b, therefore z ;: b. 
z < b ~ z < /b Q,ED. 
T-80: ( P-63) In C, a. < c, z < b --a,. a/b < c/b. 
-
Proof: 
In C, a. < c, z < /b ~ a e /b < c 0 /b. 
but z < /b, if z < b. 
In C , a ' c , z ' b ~ a/b < c /b 
Q,ED. 
T-el In c , ab < z , z < a --.1)> b < z. 
(5) T-72 
( 6) Hyp. 
{7) CP-14 
( 1) Hyp. 
(2) T-69 
(3) CP-13,L-3 
(4) CP-15,Hyp. 
(5) T-78 
( 1) T-79, T-75 
T-79 
( 2) L-4 Ext. 
T-32,L-3 
Proof: In C, 
(A) If z•b ~ az =ab (1) T-41 
z :a ab (2) T-62, 
L-7 
but ab< z Hyp. 
therefore z ;: ab ( 3) CP-15 
hence z • b is impossible! 
Since z ;: b, then either ( z < b) v ( b < z). ( 4) CP-14 
(B) If z < b, then 
z<b,z < a. ~ z < ab 
but ab < z 
therefore z < b is impossible! 
(C) But (z<b) v (b <. z) must be true. 
Therefore in C ,ab < z, z < a --+ b <. z. 
T-82: In C, z < ab, a <. z ---91- b <. z. 
Proof: In C, 
(A) If b = z ~ ab = az 
ab = z 
but z < ab 
therefore z ~ ab 
hence b = z is impossible! 
ED. 
(5) CP-19 
Hyp. 
( 6) CP-14-
(1) T-41 
(2) T-62,L-7 
Hyp. 
(3) CP-15 
Since b;. z, then either (z < b) v (b <.. z). (4) CP-14 
(B) If Z < b, then 
In c,a < z, Z < b ___. ab <. z (5) Hyp., 
T-72. 
but z < ab Hyp. 
therefore z <. b is impossible 
(0) But (z < b) v (b < z) must be true. (6) OP-14-
Therefore in O,z < ab,a < z ---+ b < z. 
QED. 
T-S 3: In 0, b < z ~ /b < z. 
Proof: 
In O,b < z 
Z < U 
z <. b 0 /b, when b 'F z 
but b < z, therefore b ;: lz 
hence /b < z QED. 
T-84.: (P-64.) In 0, a < c, b < z ~ c/b <.. a/b. 
Proof: 
In O,b < z ~ /b < z 
In 0, a <.. c, /b < z ~ c e /b < a <:> /b 
---:,. c/b < a/b 
but /b< z, if b < z 
In o,a < c,b < z ~ c/b < a/b 
QED. 
T-85: (P-65) In o, z <. a, z < b ~ z <.. a/b. 
Proof: 
InJ 0, z < b ~ z < /b 
In 0, z <. a, z <: /b ~ z < a./b 
(1) Hyp. 
( 2) T-69 
(3) OP-13,L-3 
( 4) Hyp. ,OP-15 
(5) T-e2 
(1) T-83 
(2) T-77 
( 3) T-32, L-3 
Above( 1) 
(4) L-4 Ext. 
(1) T-79 
(2) OP-19,T-32, 
L-3 
1' 
but z < b ~ z <. /b 
Hence, in C, z < a, z < b ~ z < a/b. 
T-S6: In C, a < a + u. 
Proof: 
In c, z <. u 
a + z < a + u 
a. < a + u 
T-S7: In C, a < z ~ z < a.2 • 
Proof: 
In C, a < z, b < z ~ z < ab 
let b - a 
a < z ~ z < aa 
a < z ~ z <. a2 
ED. 
ED. 
QED. 
( 3) L-4 Ext. 
(1) T-69 
(2) CP-lS 
(3) T-6,1-3 
(1) T-66 
(2) L-3 
(3) D-14,1-3 
This theorem may be termed a Corollary of T-66 
T-SS: In K, 2a = a -t- a. 
Proof: 
In K,2 •1 + 1 
2a - ( 1 + l)a 
2a = a + a 
QED. 
(1) D-lS 
(2) L-S,D-11 
(3) CP-S,CP-11, 
T-2S,D-ll 
This theorem is extended to the following: 
T-SSa: (P-66) In K,na =a T a + a + · 
n in ell• 
• • to n terms, when 
The solution of this theorem is simple. For additional 
information consult the comment following D-lS. 
1 
T-S9: au' = a'. 
Proof: 
In K,ab' = a 1b 
let b = u, then b' = u 1 
au' = a•u = a' QED. 
(1) T-61 
T-3 
( 2) L-3 , T-2S 
T-90: (P-67) In K,a/b = ac/bo, when b,c F z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b = a/b, when b F z. (1) L-54 T-6 
= a <!J /b, when b f z ( 2) T-32 
= ( a o /b) 0 u, when b F z ( 3) T-27, 
L-7 
= {a c:::> /b) 0 ( o 0/ c) , when b, c F z { 4) CP-13, 
L-3 
= ( a 0 o) 0 ( /b 0 / o) , when b, c ; z { 5 ) T-24, 
D-9 
= ac 0 / { b o c) , when b, c ; z { 6) D-11 
T-44 
= acfbc, when b,o F z (7) D-11 
·QED. L-3 
T-91: In K,a'/a = u 1 , when a~ z. 
Proof: 
In K,a' = au' 
a 1u = au• 
a 1 /a • u•/u, when a,u ~ z 
u .; z 
a• /a • u 1 , when a .; z QED. 
(l) T-S9 
{ 2) T-2S,D-ll 
( 3) T-49,T-64 
T-69 
( 4) T-53,1-7 
T-92: (P-6S) In K,a'/b = a/b 1 =(a/b)', when b; z. 
Proof: In K 
(A) a'/b • a 1 /b, when b f z (l) L-5,T-64 
1' r (. J 
= a'u'/bu' when b u' • z 
' , ' r 
but b rf Z ~b+ b 1 f Z1- b 1 
a.nd z ~ b' 
a.'/b = a.ujbu•, when b;. z 
= ajbu', when b 'f z 
a' /b = a/b' , when b F z 
(Of course bu 1 = b', and since bu'; z, 
then b ' ;. z. ) 
(B) Also (a/b)' = (a/b)', when b ~ z 
= ( a. e /b) ' , when b r z 
a' a /b , when b 'f z 
(a/b)' = a'/b, when b ; z 
(2) T-90 
L-9 
CP-6,T-6, 
L-3 ( 3) T-60 
( 4-) T-2!1, D-11 
(5) T-89 
T-!19,1-3 
(6) L-5 
(7) D-lO,L-7 
( S) T-5g, ep_g 
(9) T-32,L-7 
Therefore in X,a'/b = a/b' =(a/b)', when b ~ z. (10) L-7 
QED. 
It should be noticed that T-92 pertains to the 
class K. The concept, < , does not pertain to this class. 
T-93: (P-69) In K,a.'/b' = a/b, when b ~ z. 
Pr oof: 
Let b 'f z, then b +b' ;: z .... b' 
and z ;: b' 
a.' /b' = a' /b', when b ;: z 
a' /b 1 = a' 0 /b' , when b ;: z 
Let cl = /b' = u/b' = u e /b', when b ~ z 
c' = u' <:> /b, when b '/: z 
c • 1 = ( u' e /b) ' , when b 'f z 
(1) L-9 
(2) 0-6,T-6 
L-3 (3) L-5 
(4-) T-32,1-7 
(5) T-36,T-32, 
L-7 (6) T-6l,L-7 
( 7) T-3 
1 ~ 
c = u e /b = u/b, when b 'I= z (g) T-57 ,T-32, 
1-7 
Substituting this in (~) on the right side. 
a' /b' = a' G o' , when b ;: z (9) L-3 
= ao, when b rf. z ( 10) T-60, T-32, 
= a(u/b), when b 'I= z 1-7 (11) L-3 
= au/b, when b ~ z (12) T-~5,T-32, 
a'/b' = a/b, when b rf. z. (13) 
L-7 
T-28,T-32, 
L-7 
' 
"ED. 
T-9~: (P-70) In K,(a + b)/o = ajo + b/c, when o 'f. z. 
Proof: 
:tn K,(a + b)/o :a (a + b)/o, when o 'I= z (1) 1-5,T-64, 
D-13,1-3 
T-32,1-7 = ( a. + b) o / o , when c 'f z ( 2) 
= / o <:1 ( a .,. b ) , when o 'I= z ( 3) 
= ( / c e a) + ( / c e> b) , when c ;. z 
• (a 0 jc) + (b c:> /c), when c 'I= z 
( a +b)/ o = a/ o + b / o, when o fa z 
QED. 
CP-2,1-7 
( 4) OP-11, 
1-~ 
(5) 
.,
CP-2, 
( 6) 1-3 T-32, 
L-3 
T-95: (P-71) In K,(a - b)/c- ajo - b/o, when o 'I= z. 
Proof: 
(1) L-5,T-64, 
D-13,1-3 
In K,(a - b)/o • (a - b)/o, when c;. z 
= (a - b) c:> /c, when c ;. z (2) T-32,1-7 
= fo a (a - b), when o ;. z (3) OP-2,1-7 
= (/o tt> a) - ( / o o b), when o rf z ( 4) T-59, 
L-7 
(a - b)/ o = (a. tt:J / o) - ( b 0/ o), when c F z ( 5) CP-2, 
1-3 
(e. - b)/o • ajo - b/o, when c;:. z. QED. (6) T-32, 
L-3-
1 ~ 
I 
~I 
II 
II 
T-96: (P-72) In K,a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd, when b,d 'f z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b + c/d = a/b + c/d, when b,d fa z 
a/b = ad/bd, when b,d f z 
c/d = bc/bd, when b,d ; z 
a/b + c/ d = ad/bd + bc/bd, when b, d f. z 
a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd, when b, d fa z 
QED • 
(l) L-5,T-64 
T-90 
T-90, 
Cp-S (2) L-3 
(3) T-94,L-7 
.1:21.: (P-73) In K,a/b - c/d = (ad - bc)/bd, when b,d; z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b - c/d = a/b - c/d, when b,d 'f z 
a/b = ad/bd, when b,d ,. z 
c/d = bc./bd, when b,d ~ z 
a/b - c/d • ad/bd - bc/bd, when b,d 'f z 
a/b - c/d = (ad - bc)/bd, when b,d 'f z 
Q.ED. 
T-9S: In K,(at)2 = a2• 
Proof: 
In K a'b' = ab , 
let b = e. ~b' = a• 
a'a' = aa 
(a' )2 = a2 Q,ED. 
:!'.::.22.: In K, a = b ~ a2 = b 2 • 
Proof: 
In K,a = b 
(l) L-5, T-64 
T-90 
T-90, 
CP-S (2) L-3 
(3) T-94,L-7 
( l) T-60 
T-3 
(2) L-3 
(3) D-19 
(l) L-5 
aa. = ab ( 2) L-S,D-11 
a.a. = ba (3) CP-S 
b • a Hyp. 
aa = bb (4) L-3 
a2 = b2 QED. (5) D-19,L-7 
The author assumes that this theorem is extended 
to a= b ~ an- bn, where~ is in class ell· 
D-20: In K, ( a)(b) = ab = a e> b. 
T-100: (P-74) In K,(a + b)(c + d)= ac -r ad + be t- bd. 
Proof: 
In X,(a + b)(c + d)= (a + b)(c t- d) 
let f = e t- d 
(a + b)(c + d) = (a -t- b)f 
= f(a + b) 
- fa + fb 
= a.f + bf 
• a(c -t- d) + b(c -t- d) 
= (ae 1- ad) + (be + bd) 
( a + b) ( c + d) = ae ... ad + be + bd 
QED• 
(1) L-5 
(2) L-3,T-32 
( 3) OP-S 
( 4) OP-11, D-11 
(5) CP-S,L-3 
(6) L-3 
(7) OP-ll,D-11, 
L-3 
(S) T-7,D-7 
2 2 2 Oor T-100.1 (Corollary) In X, (a ... b) = a ..- 2ab -1- b • 
The proof is simple. Let e • a,d = b in T-100. 
T-101: (P-75) In X,(a - b)(c - d) = (ae + bd) - (ad -t- bc). 
Proof: 
In X,(a - b)(c - d) = (a - b)(c - d) ( 1) L-5 
I 
I 
II 
I 
" 
· "'~ 
let f = e - d , . 
(a - b)(e - d) = (a - b) <:l f ( 2) L-3 
= :f'(a - b) (3) CP-S,D-11, 
L-3 
= a.:f' - bf ( 4) T-59, CP-S, 
= a( e - d) - b( e - d) 1-3 (5) 1-3 
= (ae - ad) - b( e - d) ( 6) T-59 ,L-3 
• ( ae - ad) + ( b( e - d))' ( 7) T-10 
• ( ae - ad) + (be - bd)' (S) T-59,1-3 
= ( ae - ad) -t- ( bd - be ) (9) T-17,1-3 
= ae + (ad)' + bd + (be)' (10) T-lO,T-7 
D-7,1-3 
= (ae + bd) -+ ((ad)' + (be)•) (11) D-7 Ext., 
T-7,1-3 
=- ( a.e + bd) + (ad t- bd)' ( 12) T-lS ,L-3 
(a-b)(e - d) = (ae + bd) - (ad + be) (13) T-lO,L-7 
QED. 
Cor T-101.1 (Corollary) In K,(a - b) 2 = a 2- 2ab + b2• 
T-102: (P-76) In X,(a + b)(e - d)= (ae + be) - (ad + bd). 
Proof: 
In K, ( a - e)( e - d) = ( ae -+ ed) - ( ad + ee) (1) T-101 
let e • b' 
( a - b' )( e - d) = ( ac + b' d) - ( ad + b' e) ( 2) L-3 
(a -+ b)(c - d) (ac -+ b'd) - (ad + b'e) (3) T-10.1, 
1-~ 
= (ac + (bd)') - (ad + (be)•) (4) T:::5S,L-3 
= (ac - bd) - (e.d - bc) (5) T-lO,L-3 
= ( ac + be) - (bd -+ ad) (6) T-22,1-7 
(a + b)(c - d) = (ao + bc) - (ad+ bd) 
Q,ED. 
( 7) CP-2, L-3, 
D-ll,L-7 
Cor T-102.1 (Corollary) In K,(a + b)(a - b) = a.2- b2• 
The proof is simple. Let c = a,d = b in T-102. 
T-103: (P-77) In K,a/b o/d --+ a/o = b/d, when b,o,d ~ z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b = c/d ~ ad= be, when b,d F z (1) T-49,D-11, 
L-7 
--+ ad = ob, when b,c F z (2) CP-S,D-11 
~ a/c = b/d, when b,d,o F z (3) T-49, 
D-ll 
QED. 
T-104: (P-78) In K,a/b = o/d --+ b/a = d/o, when a.,b,c,d ~ z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b = o/d ~ ad= bo, when b,d 'F z (1) T-49,D-1l, 
L-7 
~ bo = ad, when b,d .;. z (2) L-6 
~ b /a • d/b , when a, b , c, d ;: z ( 3) T -49 , 
D-11. QED. 
T-105: (P-79) In K,a/b = o/d ~ o/a = d/b, when a,b,d F z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b = ofd ~ a/b = o/d, when b,d F z (1) L-6,T-64 
~ c/d = a/b, when b,d ~ z (2) L-6 
~ c/a = d/b, when a,b,d F z (3) T-103 
ED. 
T-106: (P-80) In K,a/b = o/d ~ (a. + b)/b = ( c + d)/d, when 
b,d ,. z. 
Proof: 
1' l 
In K,a/b = c/d ~ a/b + u = c/d + u, (1) L-S, T-64 
when b,d ~ z D-17. 
~ a/b + b/b = c/d -to d/d, (2) T-34, L-3 
when b,d ;: z 
~ (a 1- b)/b = (c -t- d)/d, (3) T-94,1-7 
when b,d f z 
QED. 
T-107: (P-S1) In K,a/b = cjd ~ (a - b)/b = ( c - d)/d, when 
b,d ,. z. 
Proof: 
In I,a/b = cjd ~ a/b + u' = c/d + u', (1) L-g,T-64, 
when b,d r z D-17 
---+ a/b + b'/b- c/d + d'/d, (2) T-91,1-3 
when b,d ,. z 
~ (a + b 1 ) /b = ( c -+ d' ) / d, { 3) T-94, L-7 
when b,d Y: z 
~ (a - b)/b = (c - d)/d, (4) T-10 
when b,d f z 
ED. 
T-lOS: (P-S2) In K,a/b = c/d ~ (a+ b)/(a - b) = (c + d)/(c - d), 
when b,d r z, a ~ b, c ~ d. 
Proof: 
In I,a/b = c/d ~ (a +b)/b = ( c + d)/d, (1) T-106 
when b,d F z 
a/b = c/d ---+ (a - b)/b = (c - d)/d, (2) T-107 
when b,d r z 
a/b = c/d ~ b/(a b) = d/( c - d), (3) T-104, 
when b,d F z, T-64 
a F b, 
c f d 
(The conditions in (3) are continued throughout the 
1. t 
I 
I 
II 
li 
the remainder of the proof.) 
alb= old ~ ((a +b)lb) e (bl(a -b))- L-8, 
({c + d)ld) 0 (dl(c - d)) L-3. 
~ ( a + b) 0 lb (!) b s I ( a - b) • D-7, 
(c + d) <:) ld e d (!) l{c - d) T-7. 
lb e» b = b Glb = U 
ld 0 d = d e ld- u 
~ {a~ b) e u 0 l{a - b) = 
CP-13, 
CP-S. 
CP-13, 
CP-S. 
L-3 { c + d) 0 u e l{ o - d) 
alb= old ~ {a + b)l(a - b) = (c -+ d)l(c - d), 
when b,d 'I: z, 
a F b, 
o "F d. 
QED. 
T-2S, 
L-3, 
T-32. 
T-109: (P-S3) In K,alb = (alc)l(blc), when b,c # z. 
Proof: 
In X,alb = adlbd, when b,d F z 
let d = lo 
alb = ( a 0 I c) I ( b 0 I o) , when b, I o f z 
alb= (alc)l(blc), when b,o # z 
ED. 
(1) T-90,T-64 
(2) L-3,D-ll 
(3) T-32,T-64, 
L-3. 
1 T-110: {P-g4) In K,a t- blc = (ac + b)lc, when c '/' z. 
II 
I Proof: 
In K,a + blc • a .,.. blc, when c 'I' z 
= au ...,. b I c , when c '/' z 
= e.(clo) + blo, when oF z 
= {ao)lo + blc, when o ;. z 
a~ blo = (ac + b)lc, when c;: z ED. 
(l) L-5,T-64 
{2) T-2g,D-ll, 
( 3) L-3 T-34,1-3 
{ 4) T-45,1-3 
{5) T-94,1-7 
1: -
-i 
T-111: (P-S5) In X,a - b/c = (ac - b)/c, when c ;: z. 
Proof: 
In X,a - b/c a - b/c, when c 'f: z 
• au - b/c, when c ;: z 
= a( c/ c) - b/ c, when c ra z 
= ( ac) / c - b/ c, when c ;: z 
a - b/c = (ac - b)/c, when c 'f z 
QED. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
L-5,T-64 
T-2S,D-ll, 
L-3 
T-34,1-3 
T-45,L-3 
T-95,1-7 
1 T-112: In K,(ab -rac)/a • b T c, when a 1- z. 
This theorem is a special case of T-90. The proof, 
of course, then becomes ridiculously simple. 
T-113: (P-S6) In K,a/b = c/d ~ (a + c)/(b + d) = a/b = c/d, 
when b , d 'f z, b + d F z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b = c/d ~ a/b = c/d, when b, d 'f: z ( l) L-5, T-64 
let r = a/b = c/d, when b,d ~ z 
a = rb, since rb = a 
c = rd 
a -t- c .. rb + rd 
a + c • r(b + d) 
(a + c)/(b -t- d)= r, when b,d;. z, 
b + d-;: z 
T-30,1-6 
T-30,1-6 
( 2) L-S,L-3 
(3) CP-11 
(4) T-29,1-6 
a/b = c/d ~(a+ c)/(b -t- d) = a/b = cjd, (5) L-7 
when b,d f: z, 
b t- d ,. z. 
'LED. 
1~ 
:1 
T-114: (P-87) In K,a/b = c/d --+ ha/hb = kc/kd, when b,d,h, 
k ;. z. 
Proof: 
In K,a/b = c/d ~ a/b = c/d, when b,d :P z 
____,. ( a/b )u = ( c/ d)u, 
when b,d ;. z 
~ (a/b)(h/h) = (c/d)(k/k), 
when b,d,h,k ;. z 
~ ( ah)/bh = ( ck)/dk, 
when b,d,h,k ~ z 
~ ha/hb = kc/kd, 
when b,d,h,k ;. z 
QED. 
( 1) L-54 
T-6 • 
( 2) L-S, 
D-11. 
(3) T-34, 
L-3. 
(4) T-47, 
L-7 
(5) CP-S 
T-115: (P-88) In K,a/b • c/d --+ ha/bk a hc/dk, when b,d, 
k ;. z. 
Proof: 
In K, a/b • c / d ---+ a/b = c / d, when b , d f: z 
~ (afb)(h/k) = ( c/d)(h/k), 
when b,d,k f: z. 
~ ah/bk = ch/ dk, 
when b,d,k ;. z 
~ ha/bk = hc/dk, 
when b , d , k f: z. 
QED. 
T-116: (P-S9) In K,(a/c)e (c/b) = a/b, when b,c;. z. 
Proof: 
(1) L-54 
T-6 • (2) L-84 T-6 • 
( 3) T-47, 
L-7. 
( 4) CP-S 
In K,(a/c) 0 (c/b) =(a/c) o (c/b), when b,c 1- z. (1) t~. 
= (ac)/cb, when b,c ~ z (2) T-47 
• (ca)/cb, when b,c ., z ( 3) CP-S 
= (of c) G (a/b), ( 4) T-47 
when b,c t- z 
a u 0 ( a/b) ' when b ' c F z (5) T-34 
= a/b, when b,c fa z ( 6) T-2S,L-7 
QED. 
This "cancellation" with respect to the multiplication 
of fractions is readily extendable. 
T-117: (P-90) In K,a/b + c/d = e/f ~ adf ..- bof = bde, when 
b,d,f t- z. 
Proof: 
In K, a/b ~ c/d = ejf ~ a/b + c/d = ejf, ( 1) L-5l 
when b,d,f f z T-6~ 
~ (ad + be) /bd = e / f, ( 2) 
when b,d,f "F z 
~ (ad + bc) G f = bd c:> e, (3) 
when b,d,f ;: z 
T-96, 
L-7 
T-49 
~ f 0 ( ad .._ bo) = bde, ( 4) CP-S, 
when b,d,f ~ z D-11, 
L-7. 
~ fad +fbc = bde, ( 5) CP-ll, 
when b,d,f F z D-11, 
L-7. 
~ a.df + bcf = bde, ( 6) T-24, 
when b,d,f f z D-9, 
L-3. 
QED. 
Of course this is readily extendable to other oases. 
D-21: In K,(a ± b) = (a -t- b) v (a. - b). 
The advantage of this symbolism lies in the considera-
tion of two statements simultaneously. Of course, if two 
1 
or more signs are used in one theorem, the top signs go 
together and the bottom signs go together. This is the 
customary procedure. 
T-118: (P-91) In K,(alb ± cld)l(elf -:J:. g/h) = ((ad ± bc)lbd) 
( fhl( eh :t: fg)), when bd '!: z, fh f: z, ( eh ±. fg) :/' z. 
Proof: In X, 
(alb :J:. old) = (ad ±. bc)/bd, when b,d f. z 
(elf ±. glh) = ( eh ±.fg)lfh, when f ,h 'F z 
(llm)/(mlp) ~ (lp)l(mn), when m,n,p F z 
(1) T-97,T-98 
(2) T-97,T-98 
T-46 
let 1 = (ad .:1: be) 
let m • bd, when bd ~ z 
let n = ( eh ± fg) 
let p = fh, when fh F z 
( a./b ± old) I( elf ± g/h) = ( (ad ±.be)( fh)/(bd)( eh =*- fg), 
when bd #' z , ( eh :t: f g) f. z 
I X'! = I x 0 I Y, . when x, y f. z 
lp/mn = l e p £:) lm o fn, 
when m,n f' z 
= (lim) 0 (p/n), 
when m,n ;. z 
= (lim)( p/n), 
when m,n '1: z 
( a/b ± c/d) I( e/f ±. g/h) = ( (ad ::t:. bc)/bd)( fhl( eh.± fg), 
when bd f; z, fh #: z, ( eh .± f g) f: z. 
QED. 
(3) L-3 
( 4) T-44 1 
L-3, 
D-11 
T-24, 
D-9, 
D-11 
(5) 
D-20.11 
L-5 
---
T-119: (P-92) In K,ax2+ bx + C • 0 ~ X= ((b 1±-J'b 2- 4ac)l2a), 
when a f: z, (a.,b,c in o1 ). 
The proof is very familiar to secondary teachers; 
hence, it will be omitted. The restrictions here are those 
generally associated with the secondary school. Do such 
restrictions need be? Any further discussion is beyond the 
scope of this work. 
T-120: (P-93) In K, ( a.3:e b3) = 2 2 ( a + b)( a + a.b + b ) • 
Proof: 
In K, let f = ( a.2=F b) 
( a ± b)( f + b 2) = af + ab 2 .:i: bf ±. b3 ( 1) 
(a-=t: b)(a2=F ab + b2)- a(a2~ b) ~ ab2:t: b(a2-=F ab)± b3 
= (a3+ a2b)+ ab2± (ba2;;: ab2) r b3 
= a3+ a2b + ab2.:t:. ba2 - ab2 ± b3 
= a3:t: b3 
In K, ( a3 :t:.. b3 ) - ( a ± b)( a 2 ~ ab + b 2) 
QED. 
T-100 
L-3 
( 2) CP-1, 
( 3) T-59. D-9 
( 4) T-11, 
T-6 
(5) L-6. 
This can be extended to "factoring the sum or differ-
ence of odd powers." 
As this system of proof has progressed, an increasing 
use of the definition has been necessary. Clearly, the 
mathematical definition has added simplifications. It will 
be noticed above that the author does not discuss the re-
stricting statement in T-119. This system has now reached 
the point when it is necessary to bring in material beyond 
the scope of the treatise. Let us consider Cor T-100.1 for 
a moment. The logical extension of this is the Binomial 
Theorem with consideration of complex numbers as exponents. 
Such an extension is far beyond the level of this paper. 
The laws of exponents in their extension also necessitate 
ramifications beyond our scope, hence it seems desirous to 
avoid topical discussion which is at the basis of such 
material. 
However, let us outline the major path of proof for 
the laws of exponents. In this topic the power of the 
mathematical definition is brought to the fore. Since the 
secondary school is concerned with rational exponents only, 
our consideration will be the same. 
Having previously established the meaning of positive-
whole-number exponents, the author will present the laws for 
such exponents. The secondary-school algebra teacher is 
thoroughly familiar with the proofs of these laws; extensive 
use of OP-9,T-24,D-9,T-37 (Extension), and D-19a is needed 
in their proofs. No effort will be made to prove these laws, 
beoa.use the proofs are readily obtainable in any text. Of 
course, these laws are not principles; they are sub-cases 
of larger generalizations and/or extensions of theorems 
which already have been proved in this paper. The power 
and beauty of these laws are brought to bear through the 
injection of definitions, the extension of which is beyond 
the scope of this paper. 
T-121: In K,(xm){~) = x m+n, when m,n in o11 • 
T-122: In K,(xm)/(x?) = x m-n, when n < m,(m,n in e11), x 1: o. 
T-123: In K,(xm)n = (x?)m = ~n, when m,n in e11• 
T-124: In K,(xy)n = ~yn, when n in e11• 
T-125: In K,(xfy)n a xn;yn, when n in ell' y F o. 
To extend these laws to include negative-whole-number 
exponents and zero, two definittons are needed. 
-n n D-22: In K,x 1/x ' when n is in ell' X ~ o. 
eP-6 gives the meaning of -n, but the author has used 
its equal, n•, throughout this paper in an effort to con-
serve space. 
0 D-23: In K,x 1, when x ;. 0. 
It is now very simple to extend the five preceding 
theorems to include all whole-number exponents. Also D-22, 
and D-23 remove the restriction in T-122 that n < m. 
To further extend the laws of exponents to fractional 
exponents, the following definitions are made. 
D-24: In x,%. = b ~there exists b such that bn = a., 
where n is in ell. 
D-25: In K,(JV"a )n =a. , when nisin e11• 
D-26: In O,am/n = Vfjfn = (1~/B:')m , when m, n in e11• 
These two definitions permit the extension of the 
laws of exponents to include all rational exponents, ex-
cept that there must be a restriction where "imaginary unite11 
become involved in T-124. D-?6 provides for this restriction. 
It~ 
- - - =---=--= - =- --=--=-
This brings to a close the system of proof. The 
reader may feel that many principles have been omitted, 
but such is not the case. The brief discussion above 
concerning the laws of exponents is inserted to show the 
power of the definition. Similarly, all such material on 
radicals could be presented. However, since definitions 
play such a heavy role and continued extensions bring 
ramifications outside the scope of secondary work, the 
material is lacking. Actually, the treatment of radicals 
are a special treatment of the principles already contained 
in this proof. The same thing is true of imaginary quantities 
and their operations; the principles found in this paper 
cover the ordinary discussion of complex numbers in the 
secondary school. Concern over the ramifications which 
have been mentioned is unfounded. Much lies outside the 
realm of secondary-school algebra. 
lu. 
o·:APTER VII 
USEFULNESS OF THE uATERIAL COLLECTED 
~D PRESE TED 
The general aim of the investig tor has been to 
develop a better understanding and appreci ation of elementa-
ry algebra as an aid in teaching the subject . If the re~der 
will return to chapter one , it will be brout;ht to :-Jind 
again that many c.Uthorities state that algebraic under-
standing c~n only be increased through the logic 1 presenta-
tion of the system. t t his point , then, the first ch ~ter 
is the support ~hich is presented to show that the material 
collected and presented will be a benefit to algebraic 
understanding r,nd , hence, of great usefulness . Aw.ong the 
authorities stressing logical presentation of algebra as 
the 1r ethod of obtaining a. better understanding were Courant, 
Stabler, 1 eurei ter, Van Engen , Newsom, and l-~untington . 
Contribution to the field. The essence of tbe 
~aterial collected and presented lies in its being an aid 
for a better . resentation of algebraic concepts by the 
teacher to the student . In other words , t he caterial 
presented has usefulness to t::-e ter.cher, himself ; it has 
an indirect usefulness to the student . Yet, the P.uthor 
believes th t the syste1.1 of proof established in ch pters 
five and six would be of benefit to the exceptionc.l stu-
cents in h"uh-scbool .atheuLtics . n above-averase lge-
bra student, having completed plene geOJ...~etry, .j,i[.ht find 
the systen , s presented , interesting nd cl?rifying if 
encountered during a second-ye~r l gebra course . Bow-
ever, we do not advocate such presentation to normal 
clrss of second-ye~r students in algebra . It is felt 
th~ t students of exceptional ability could di5est a logi-
C? l syste of algebra after proper preparation. ~uch 
experiJ ent~tion need be done before suoh a conclusion c~n 
be warranted. 
In sum, this paper is an endeavor to acquaint the 
algebra teccner with the found~tions of the subject he 
teaches , so t .at he ay beco.:1e a tore effective te "l cher in 
the subject . he proble and its solution attenpts to eet 
this ai n. 
CHAPTER VIII 
StruU. ARY 
I. REVIElJ OF THE PAPER 
~ problem and ~ purpose . Once again , the 
problem of this paper was (1) to determine the algebraic 
principles com.i·nonly taught in t he second?ry schools , and 
(2) to prove t hose 9rinci?les w~i ch lent thecselves to 
proof fred a set of algebraic postulates . 
The purpose was to develop a better understanding 
::nd a:Jprecia.tion of t he syster as an aid in te t: ching . 
ethod of solution £! ~ preble • The first part 
of the problem was solved by analyzing fourteen secondn ry-
school algebr texts , assuming tl1at the principles so found 
were t he algebraic principles co.1~only tau&ht in t he high 
school . (It should be noted that ' ... i gh school and secondary 
so ool are used synonymously by t he author who , here , con-
siders t he saue to be the grades nine through twelve . ) 
This assumption was consi dered to be a working assumption . 
~o evidence wu.s presented to support such an agreeinen t . 
Since the problem (part one) was to find t he principles 
often or COl.11JOnly taught , the investig tor did not pursue 
any statistical ~easures to be sure th2t the texts analyzed 
were used in a gre e t rlany schools . ost secondpry te r chers 
will agree t~at there is little vexiance in the algebraic 
materia l presented in a first-year course. There a)pe rs 
to be a breater l'ans e of differing material presented in 
second-yer.r texts . The size of the ~)rob l em did not a llow a 
1.1ore C.:-.reful sampling , and it is here t ~-lc t an ambitious 
reader could e large on the scope of t ne work undertc~en 
by this investigation. 
he ethod used for determining wLat stater.1ents 
were algebraic principles was to present d~fining criteria 
"'or ?n algebr ic principle and to test eC~ch can di de te for 
a principle nith t his 1easuring device . Only explicit 
nd strongly i mplicit statements satisfyin~ t he criteria 
were a ccepted into t he cl, ss of principles . 
H vi_g deter ined t he algebraic pri nciples in t is 
manner, the investigator presented a check-list of t hese 
pri nci?les and t~e texts in which they occurred. 
The second part of t he problem was solved by adopt-
i ng a set of a l gebraic postulates , and from these proving 
all principles re uiring proof . nlis sizeable task was 
presented in chapter six. The syste.n of proof established 
in t his chapter was nore rigorous than :.1ost secondary 
"nather a tics te -cLer s have __ ad op:)ortuni ty to study. The 
presentation was designed to be readily unde rst and?ble . 
In Oh .pter six the re< der will hE.ve had to be co .1e familiar 
with only 
subject. 
few synbols not generally e .t:_Jloyed i the 
II . ARE .VH~RE T_THER S~ -ny IS DESI LE 
It v~c s ·nentioned just above that a 10I'e rigid 
sa pling of texts, and probler s connected with such a 
st<?tistical tre' t .. ent would be de sir ble . Eowever, such 
a task .ust be tre ted c~refully or it will run aw y ~ith 
an investigator . It ap;>ears thet it would be interesting 
to 'now just hat lgebra texts are ~ccentuating . H~s the 
eap asis c:Enged in the l ast t~enty to thirty ye rs? A 
ore riborous r a the.~ c-t ic ~ l a_::>)roach to this question ;. ie., 1t 
rove enli_htening . 
In c.apter three a grea.t de of .or~ ce..n be done 
to furt_er the concept of an 11 albebreic '{Jrinciple . " 
These are two are s whicl~ re dily present tl.e.-
selves to further treat . ent, but there are other proble .. s 
concerned with the i plioetions of the " teri 1 presented 
here . Could syste- a tic ;>roof be presented at so .. e tir. e 
in the second ry school? El~borRte testinrr need be done 
ith groups of second ry pupils to see if such a logical 
uresentation would enhance puJil-underst,nding. Since 
the ulti ate go 1 is alv2ys ~upil-underst~nding, one 
question l'lhich is still to be solved is, 11 ill such a 
syste . .: be un 'erstood by the !)U:?ils l.Ild ive the a better 
1 ,' 
grasp of algebra?" If the answer is in the affir_ tive , 
revision of texts along this line will follow . Of necessity , 
too, cha.-nge of anner and order of presentation is indicated. 
III. AUTHuR 1 S OPI ION 
-· 
In cl:a.:pter one many a.uthori ties voiced t heir opinions 
ag inst rule- upon-rule teaching in algebra . Plainly, it 
is illogicPl . Atte pts are made in first-year algebra texts 
to bring everyd y illustrations into algebra, thereby giv-
ing the subject meaning . The trend is to m~~e algebra, 
Bn abstrect subject , s concrete as possible . It ~:ne rs 
that this is the desirable approach . ;yowever , ""fter the 
student ' s being exposed to form lized plane geometry, it 
would appear logical to reconstruct algebra for hi on a 
sounder basis . Certa inly , the exceptional student should 
not experience di;ficulty here ; in fact, it would appear 
ttat a logic presentation of algebra would increase his 
underst anding and appreciation of the subject . Of course, 
t hi s is only the au thor ' s view , and he has o evidence to 
support t:._.e st te· ent . But , what about the aver ge student 
in r.1ather.1atics? As indiceted above , a testing program is 
needed so that the results may be obtained on the accom-
plisi. 'ilent s of such a program. It is the author ' s O:Jinion 
that a . .a.ore log-ical approach than now prevails in the 
second year of algebra will i mprove understanding. Possi-
bly the approach should not be as rigorous as in cha pter 
six, but it should follow si ilar lines. True, it would 
be repetitious of wuch algebra encountered in a first-
ye Pr course, but isn't it possible t hat t he results in 
understanding would more than offset the time spent in 
reteaching1 
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